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FOREWORD
The past decade has been one of striking change for the discipline of systems
analysis. As recently as the mid-1980s, analysts everywhere were still inclined to
dictate to their users what the new system would be like. They typically passed
down their pronouncements in the form of a written specification. Today, that
approach will no longer fly anywhere. Today, we analysts find ourselves serving not
so much as inventors of the new system but as catalysts for the invention process.
Instead of text, we rely on models of all kinds: function models, data models,
object schemas, state models, prototypes, GUI frameworks, and the like.
At the key interface between analyst and user, the dialogue has changed, too.
Before, we tended to say, "Here's what you're getting." Now, we show one of the
models and ask, "How about something like this?" Once a model is on the table,
the process comes alive. The users get their hands on the model and start to
reshape and remold. "Close," they say. "If only we could change it, though, to
something like this . . ." When that begins to happen, I know the project is on
track.
When we first show users a model, we know it is, at best, close to what is
required. We show it specifically to elicit change. As such, the model isn't supposed
to be an exact replica of the system, but rather an example of the kind of system
we'll probably be building. Modern analysis is, accordingly, a "by-example" discipline. We show examples at each and every stage of the process.
In Complete Systems Analysis, Suzanne and James Robertson have hit upon the
charming idea of guiding you through this by-example discipline with a by-example presentation. From the very first page, an extraordinary and wonderful page,
you will know this book is fundamentally different from any other analysis texts
you may encounter. It doesn't lecture at you, it doesn't take up your time telling
you anything you already knew. It's a book that you don't exactly read at all;
instead, you sort of ski through it, along a path of your own choice. (Well, they'll
explain all about that.)
When my own analysis book was still in manuscript, the publisher sent it out
for evaluation to a number of referees. Among the comments that came back to
me from this process was the following one: "I guess you can't really like this book
xi
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unless you're willing to like the author." Since that particular referee had never
shown herself to be "willing to like the author," I knew the comment was supposed to be a criticism. But I felt just the opposite. I felt it was the nicest possible
compliment. After all, I wasn't trying to hide behind the page, to make myself
anonymous. The books I had most admired in our field (Fred Brooks's The Mythical
Man-Month, for example, or virtually any of Jerry Weinberg s works) were personal
and personally revealing and more meaningful because of it. That was the kind of
book I had been trying to write.
Complete Systems Analysis is similarly personal. You'll come to know its
authors, Suzanne and James Robertson, as you read through their work. I predict
you'll find them (like the book itself) to be honest and on-target and funny and
inventive and curmudgeonly and wise . . . but, most of all, honest. There is something of their own lives and professional experience on every page. The work they
share with you is a real one, based on their extensive involvement in automation
within the British television industry, as well as numerous other organizations. The
lessons they drew from that project at the time and redraw for you now are not
simplistic—there are no easy answers in systems analysis—but they are useful
lessons. They help you to discover some of what is the most useful, more or less the
way they discovered it themselves. You will probably make a few of the same mistakes they made in the discovery process, and if you can profit from making those
mistakes in the safe environment of these pages instead of in your own work, the
benefits should be obvious.

October 1993
Camden, Maine

xii

Tom DeMarco
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REVIEW: START
WITH THE CONTEXT

3.1

Before You Reached Here ...
You have done the problem set in Chapter 1.2 Start with the Context.

The Context Diagram for Piccadilly Television
The context diagram that we derived from the description of Piccadilly Television
is shown in Figure 3.1.1. Compare your diagram with it.

The Case of the Missing Users
In some cases, we've interpreted something that was said in a user interview or
statement, and consequently your names may vary from ours. As long as the
intention is comparable, though, your answer is acceptable. Of course, when you're
doing real-world systems analysis, you'll need more than just good intentions.
You'll need the users to help you out.
Only the users can confirm the factual substance of your models. The goal of
analysis modeling is to have a close collaboration between the users and the analyst.
Because you are working from a book and there are no users sitting with you at
your desk, you have to compensate. For this Project, concentrate on the form of
your answer and its intent. There are no users present, and so your interpretation
of the substance is, within reason, as good as ours.

The Boundary of Your Project
Probably the hardest part of the exercise is determining precisely what is inside and what
is outside the system. When you draw the context diagram of the system, you are determining exactly what you are going to study. For our solution, we looked for those
things that Piccadilly controlled and that could be studied reasonably by an analyst. We
also chose to study parts of the business that we thought we could affect if we devised
some way to improve the process. We declined to study anything that was owned by
other organizations or any part that we couldn't influence or improve.
347
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Figure 3.1.7: Our interpretation of the Piccadilly Television
context diagram,which summarizes the scope of the Project.
The names used for the terminators and data flows are, as
much as possible, those used in the text.

Interpreting the Business
You had a written description of the operations of Piccadilly as input to the problem. Like all pieces of natural language prose, it was ambiguous. When you drew
the context diagram, you imposed an interpretation on it. Whether or not you
made the right interpretation is now to be decided by you and your users. By
showing the users your context diagram, you are saying, "This is where I think the
project boundaries are. These are the data flows that are at the limits of the system's
responsibilities. Now let's go through each of them to see if we all share the same
understanding of the scope of this system."
348
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For example, the information communicated between the advertising agencies and Piccadilly sales executives may have been ambiguous as it was presented in
the text. On the other hand, the context diagram states very clearly that the
ADVERTISING AGENCIES send CAMPAIGN REQUIREMENTS, SELECTED SPOTS, SPOT
UPGRADE REQUEST, and COPY TRANSMISSION INSTRUCTIONS to the Piccadilly SVStem. This means that the system you are studying begins its responsibility when it
receives these data flows. So you are declaring that you intend to study how the
sales executives process these data. If you and the users do not intend to study this
part of the system, you must remove these data flows from the diagram.
You proceed the same way for the data flows leaving the context. The data
flow AGREED CAMPAIGN leaves the system and goes to the ADVERTISING AGENCIES.
The diagram states that your analysis will study how that flow of information was
created. However, the responsibility of the system ends once the data making up
AGREED CAMPAIGN have been produced. What the agencies do with the data is outside the scope of your study.
The text mentions that the ADVERTISING AGENCIES communicate with film
PRODUCTION COMPANIES. The agencies must be telling the production companies
which commercials to make and where to send the commercial copy. Why doesn't
this communication show up in the context diagram? Consider the other data
flows between these two terminators and your context. They all point to the fact
that the commercial has already been made by the time Piccadilly hears about it. If
your system were interested in the production of commercials, these boundary
flows would be very different. So you must rule out any interest in the communication regarding the production of commercials. Your interest in the PRODUCTION
COMPANIES is limited to the fact that they are the ones that send COMMERCIAL
COPY RECORDING to the system. Your diagram states that you intend to study the
processing that takes place after Piccadilly has received this data flow.

It's the Message, Not the Medium
Did you include the data flow PREEMPTION WARNING in your diagram? You should
have. Recall that the sales executive telephones the agency to warn his contact
about a possible preemption. Even though the data are traveling by voice and telephone line, the information is still a data flow. You will have to find out what processing and data are used to create this warning.
Your context must include all of the interfaces between your project and the
terminators, not just those interfaces in the form of documents or other tangible
media.
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Internal or External?
The terminator PICCADILLY MANAGEMENT receives
The context of your
REVENUE REPORTS and produces SALES TARGET
study is not defined by
INSTRUCTIONS. Our diagram says that you will study
the terminators; it is
how the revenue reports are produced and how the
defined by the data
sales target is used. By treating PICCADILLY MANAGEflowing to and from
MENT as a terminator, you are stating that you will not
the terminators.
study either what managers do with the revenue
reports or how they set the sales target.
Although PICCADILLY MANAGEMENT appears as a terminator, that doesn't
exclude some of the processes within your study from being carried out by the
same managers. For instance, you heard that managers are concerned with setting
new rates so that a new RATECARD can be sent to the agencies. When you study
the Project in detail, you'll find that management is involved in one of the processes inside your context of study.
Your interpretation may well differ. Suppose, for example, you decided that
your project will study the rules for setting the sales target and using the revenue
reports. Then, both data flows, SALES TARGET INSTRUCTIONS and REVENUE
REPORTS, would disappear from the context diagram. They would become data
flows inside the system, and they would reappear when you studied the details of
the project.
Which of the above interpretations is right? The answer is they both are.
Almost all of the information you receive when analyzing a system can be understood in more than one way. This problem of multiple interpretations is the reason
to build a context diagram. The context diagram totally eliminates the ambiguity
because it can be interpreted in only one way. While this doesn't make the diagram
correct every time, it does mean that because the users can see your precise understanding of the system, they can either agree that you show it as they mean it, or
disagree and ask you to change it. The point is that you make it possible to raise
questions and to work toward a consensus.
No doubt there will be changes to the context as work on the system progresses. New requirements will be added to the system, while other requirements,
previously thought indispensable, will be deleted. Many adjustments will result
when you start to do the detailed analysis and everyone realizes just how much
work is involved. The only real constant is that the context diagram will continue
to display the precise boundaries of the system. How and where the boundaries are
set is negotiated by you and the users.
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Naming the Flows
Always try to name the data flows with the names the users know them by, since it
makes your models much more recognizable to the users. However, sometimes you'll
find names with buried meanings. For instance, the first time we talked to the
Piccadilly users, they referred to the "green book." Since that is not too informative,
we needed to clarify the meaning: "What do you mean by 'green book'?" we asked.
"What do you use it for? What data does it hold? Show
Try to use the same
us a green book." The buried meaning turned out to be
names as the users do,
the data flow TELEVISION RATINGS REPORT. (The book,
but make sure the
as we found out, wasn't even green at all. At some time,
names reflect the real
the procedure changed and the ratings came in a yellow
business purpose of
binder. This did not, however, cause people to change
the data flow.
their terminology in the least.)
Were you tempted to abbreviate the names? Maybe you used C REQ instead of
CAMPAIGN REQUIREMENTS. Don't do it. Otherwise, you create your own buried
meanings just as obscure as some of those the users have invented. Remember,
your objective is to understand the business requirements so that you can raise relevant questions. You want to uncover misunderstandings before a lot of detailed
work has been done. That means adapting to the language of the business you're
studying.
With a general description of the users' business, you've turned it into an
unambiguous statement of the Project's context of study. You now have a welldefined starting point. Later, your detailed analysis may reveal things that change
the context. However, the context diagram helps to keep the Project under control. Any change to the context means a change to the size of the Project. Each
change can be measured for its impact on the Project, as we'll discuss.

+ Ski Patrol
The + Ski Patrol can help if you are having trouble with the Piccadilly Project,
especially with the technical aspects of the model. If you are satisfied that your diagram conveys your intended meaning, that a user could understand it enough to
question it, and that you can produce a reasonable context diagram for your next
project, you have no need of the patrol. Proceed directly to the Trail Guide below.
If you have a technical problem with your model, read on. First, your model
should have the same form as ours. There should be only one bubble, and about
the same number of terminators as in ours. If not, we suggest you review the discussion in Chapter 2.2 Data Flow Diagrams about context diagrams. If your model
shows several bubbles, you have already started to partition the system. While this is
not necessarily wrong, our experience has shown that it always pays to have the
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context reasonably decided before breaking the system into its components. At this
stage, you should be concentrating on the boundary data flows, instead of the functional areas.
We trust that you've not committed the crime of leaving any of your data
flows unnamed. If any of the other data flow conventions gave you problems, again,
return to Chapter 2.2 Data Flow Diagrams, work through the exercises, and study
the sample answers. There will be more on data flow diagrams later in the book
(Chapters 2.6 More on Data Flow Diagrams and 2.7 Leveled Data Flow Diagrams).

Trail Guide
• Easiest: Go to Chapter 2.3 A Variety of Viewpoints for a discussion of the
viewpoints used to build analysis models.
• More Difficult: Go to Chapter 2.3 A Variety of Vietvpoints. This trail assumes
that you already know how to build models, so it focuses on the viewpoints that
you use to build them.
+ Most Difficult: Go to Chapter 1.3 Wliat About the Business Data? for more
work on the Piccadilly Project.
$s Promenade: The Project chapters are not on your trail, but if you have found
this interesting, you might consider switching trails. Otherwise, you can pick up
your own trail in Chapter 2.1 Analysis Models.
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THE BUSINESS DATA?

3.2

Before You Reached Here ...
You have built the first-cut data model for Piccadilly Television. This chapter
gives you a sample answer and a discussion of how we derived our model.
While we asked you for a first-cut model, we have cleaned up the model to an
extent by eliminating entities and relationships that you may have included on
your first pass.
The important task in this chapter is not for you to see if your model is a
precise match to ours, but for you to be able to rationalize all the decisions that
you made to build your model and to understand our reasoning. In some cases,
we admit we have cheated. Since we have already analyzed this system, we possess background knowledge that you don't have. Even if we had tried to give
you all this background knowledge in the problem statement, there still would
be variations between your model and ours. Its more important that you make
a model of how you interpret the policy, and that you raise questions for the
users, than to simply grind through a mechanical translation into a data model.
In doing systems analysis, you can never get a thorough and complete statement
the first time. However, once you have a first-cut model, you do have some
control over the analytical tasks of questioning and improvement.

Looking for Potential Entities
We gave you a rule of thumb that says when you have a description of the business,
look for nouns to indicate potential entities. Let s apply it to part of "The Story of
Piccadilly Television" from Chapter 1.2 Start with the Context.
"The advertising agencies buy commercial spots that make up campaigns to
advertise the products they represent. Each agency sends its campaign requirements
to the Piccadilly sales executive who deals with that agency. The executive then
models the campaign by selecting commercial breaks for the spots to occupy that
will be profitable to Piccadilly, and that will deliver the required ratings to the
advertiser. When the executive is satisfied with his selections, the suggested cam353
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paign is communicated to the agency. The agency responds by selecting spots from
the executive s suggestions and informing him of the choices. The executive finalizes the deal by sending the agency written confirmation of the agreed spots that
make up the campaign."
The nouns in the description are advertising agency, commercial spot, advertising
campaign, product, campaign requirement, sales executive, commercial break, rating, advertiser, selection, suggestion, choice, and confirmation. Note that in this listing, we have
expressed the nouns as singular and used more descriptive names for advertising agency
and advertising campaign. So let s use these nouns as names for potential entities.

Are These Entities Relevant?
Testing for relevancy means asking if the system has a genuine business need to
remember the facts that describe that entity. Ask, for instance, if there is a legal reason
for storing those facts. Are they used by people or computers to do their jobs? Are
they retrieved for reports? To illustrate a test for relevancy, you could ask if Piccadilly
needs to remember anything about the potential entity ADVERTISING AGENCY. You
already know that Piccadilly sells commercial airtime to the agencies, so there is a need
to remember who the customers are. At the very least, Piccadilly is interested in the
name and address of the advertising agency in order to mail the invoices. Given this
need to remember, add the entity ADVERTISING AGENCY to your data model. You can
test this entity by looking at the boundary data flows for data elements that must be
remembered about agencies. If there are any, these data elements become attributes of
ADVERTISING AGENCY, and confirm that this is a relevant entity.
The rule of thumb gave us a potential entity called CAMPAIGN REQUIREMENT.
These are sent by the agency to the executive who uses them to plan and negotiate
the campaign. Once the campaign is settled and the agency has agreed to the spots,
there is no requirement for the executive to remember the agency's original requirements. (You would have to get this decision from the users.) Any facts that must be
remembered are attributes of ADVERTISING CAMPAIGN (there is a need to remember
campaigns), so CAMPAIGN REQUIREMENT fails the relevancy test and can be omitted
from the model. Similarly, ADVERTISER, SELECTION, SUGGESTION, CHOICE, and CONFIRMATION are potential entities that the system has no reason to remember. They
fail the relevancy test and they, too, are omitted from the data model.
The entities we determined to be relevant from this test are shown in Figure
3.2.1. The next step is to find any relationships between these entities.
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Figure 3.2.1: These seven entities are a starting point for
the data model. Detailed analysis will specify the precise use
of each entity and will add to and refine the data model.

Finding Relationships
Our rule of thumb also says that verbs in business descriptions indicate relationships. If we look again at the same paragraph:
"The advertising agencies buy commercial spots that make up campaigns to
advertise the products they represent. Each agency sends its campaign requirements
to the Piccadilly sales executive who deals with that agency. The executive then
models the campaign by selecting commercial breaks for the spots to occupy that
will be profitable to Piccadilly, and that will deliver the required ratings to the
advertiser. When the executive is satisfied with his selections, the suggested campaign is communicated to the agency. The agency responds by selecting spots from
the executive's suggestions and informing him of the choices. The executive finalizes the deal by sending the agency written confirmation of the agreed spots that
make up the campaign."
The verbs and gerunds (words ending in "ing" that are the noun form of a
verb) in the above are buy, make up, advertise, represent, sends, deals, models, selecting,
occupy, deliver, satisfied, communicated, responds, selecting (again), informing, finalizes,
sending, make up (again). Lets treat each of these as potential relationships, and test
them for relevancy. For each relationship, test its relevancy by asking, "What is the
reason for this relationship? Does the system need to remember this relationship?"
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Examine the first potential relationship: "The advertising agencies buy commercial spots ..." First, lets discuss the reason for the relationship. You can see in
the context diagram (Figure 3.1.1) 'a number of data flows between advertising
agencies and the system. CAMPAIGN REQUIREMENTS, SELECTED SPOTS, and SUGGESTED CAMPAIGN exist because the agency is deciding to buy some spots. Selling
spots to the agencies is a necessary part of Piccadilly's business, so you can say that
the reason for relating an agency to its commercial spots is that the agency is buying them.
The context diagram also yields the answer to the second question about the
need to remember the relationship. After transmitting spots, Piccadilly sends an
AGENCY INVOICE to the agency The invoice lists the spots the agency is buying.
Because Piccadilly must be able to identify which agency is buying which transmitted spot, this establishes the need to remember a relationship between agency and
spot. The result of the relevancy test is that now you can say an agency and a commercial spot participate in a BUYING relationship.
These verbs—sends, deals, models, selecting, satisfied, communicated, responds, selecting (again), informing, finalizes, sending—did not pass the relevancy tests. "Each
agency sends its campaign requirements to the ..." You've already omitted campaign requirements from your model, so there can be no relationship with it. "The
executive then models the campaign by selecting commercial breaks ..." Does
Piccadilly have a reason to remember which executive models a campaign, and
which modeling effort selects which commercial breaks? It is highly unlikely.
However, there is a strong reason for remembering which spots make up the final
composition of a campaign, but modeling the campaign is a temporary state, and
not worth remembering. Similarly, Piccadilly has no need to remember which
breaks are part of the executive's model: They aren't invoiced, and sales executives
cannot reserve spots for their clients. Similarly, communicated, satisfied, selecting,
responds, informing, finalizes, and sending are all transitional in nature, and there
appears no good reason to remember them. If you have included any of these in
your model, don't be too worried at this stage; remember that these are still potential relationships. Later analysis will confirm or deny the need for them and discover
any that are missing, as you'll see later in the Project.
After examining all of the potential relationships, we have added the relevant
ones to the model (see Figure 3.2.2).
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Figure 3.2.2: The data model with relationships added. We
derived the relationships initially by identifying the verbs and
gerunds in the Piccadilly description, and then testing each
one for relevancy.

Adding Cardinality
Adding cardinality to each relationship in your data model is a way of learning
more about the data. For each relationship in the data model, ask this question of
the entities at either end of the relationship: "For one instance of this entity, how
many of the other entity can participate in this relationship?"
For example, you know that the "advertising agencies buy commercial spots
that make up campaigns to advertise the products they represent." This tells you
that for one agency, there are potentially many spots. From your knowledge of
Piccadilly, you know that one campaign is made up of many spots, and you suspect
that one agency has many products. If you question the entity at the other end of
the relationship, you may find that one spot can be bought by only one agency. (If
another agency wants it, the second agency must pay a higher price and preempt
the first agency.) Also, a spot may belong to only one campaign, and a product is
represented by only one agency at a time. Piccadilly keeps a credit history on previous purchases by agencies that owe money because Piccadilly needs a way to follow
up on bad debts.
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Only one sales executive is assigned to an agency, and although an executive
may have more than one agency, you are not given any evidence of it. If you ask
the executives, they each will confirm that they do indeed deal with more than one
agency. You can reasonably assume that a product will have more than one campaign, and that one break will carry several spots. Breaks are two or three minutes
long, and Piccadilly has to ensure that the executives fill the breaks with spots.
The model in Figure 3.2.3 shows the cardinality that results from testing the
existing relationships.

Figure 3.2.3: To determine the cardinality of relationships,
ask how many of each entity participate in a relationship.
Knowing the cardinality gives you a better understanding of
the data.

Building a data model always raises interesting questions, and you can learn a lot
about the system from answering them. For example, we said that a product probably has more than one campaign, but can an advertising campaign be for more than
one product? The answer is no. Piccadilly considers it too difficult to get paid for
multi-product campaigns. While an advertiser may use copy that promotes several
products, Piccadilly writes its contracts as if there is only one product.
Can a product be represented by more than one agency? The answer is that
only one agency can represent a product. However, sometimes a product changes
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its agency. In that case, Piccadilly keeps track of the agency that previously represented the product because of the need to collect all its debts.
Can an agency be in a selling relationship with more than one sales executive?
The users' answer to this one is no. Piccadilly management is only interested in
which sales executive has the current responsibility for selling to an agency. The
answers to these questions show up as cardinal operators in the data model.
So far, the data model has defined only a subset of your knowledge about
Piccadilly. Let's look at some of the other parts of the policy statement from
Chapter 1.2 Start with the Context.
"Piccadilly produces some of its own programmes, and buys others from a
variety of programme suppliers both in England and overseas. These programme
suppliers inform Piccadilly of their offerings, which include first-run films, sporting
events, documentaries, talk shows, and old movies. Some of the programmes, such
as the talk shows and documentaries, may be a series with a number of episodes."
Now you have some more entities: PROGRAMME SUPPLIER, PROGRAMME, and
EPISODE. Not all programmes have episodes. For example, a movie is a stand-alone
programme. However, television broadcasters like to show movies under an
umbrella programme name like "Prime Time Movie," "Movie of the Week," and
so on. Therefore, it's easier to think of all programmes as having a number of
episodes. The entities and relationships for this piece of the policy are shown in
Figure 3.2.4.

Figure 3.2.4: These entities and relationships show what
Piccadilly remembers about the programming part of the
system.
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Let's go on: "Piccadilly's programme schedulers have the complicated job of deciding the date that each programme should be transmitted, and where in the programme the commercial breaks should be placed. To make these decisions, the
schedulers use the weekly ratings that are supplied by the audience measurement
bureaus and that tell them how many people are watching which programmes. The
schedulers must also follow the Broadcasting Board's rules for placement of programmes and for the number and placement of commercial breaks within those
programmes. Four times a year, the schedulers set a new programme transmission
schedule for the coming quarter."
There is nothing in this description to tell you why this system needs to
remember anything about the programme schedulers. Perhaps another system such
as payroll may need to, but unless this system is to report on schedulers' performance or suchlike, then you can eliminate the scheduler as an entity. The result of
the schedulers' efforts is the quarterly schedule. While there is a need to remember
it, the published schedule is made up of the programmes and commercial breaks
that the schedulers have decided. As there is only one schedule for this system, and
as we already have entities and relationships that provide all the necessary information (PROGRAMME, EPISODE, COMMERCIAL BREAK), there is no need to have an
entity called "schedule."
The term "programme" is being used loosely here. If we are thinking there
are many episodes of each programme, it's the episode that is broadcast, not the
programme. This means that COMMERCIAL BREAK relates to EPISODE, as the break's
proximity to the programme content of the episode is what attracts advertisers. The
EPISODE will be one of many broadcasts on a given date.
The schedulers use RATING to anticipate the audience that each episode will
attract. If an existing programme is continued in the new quarter's schedule in the
same time slot, its ratings will be similar, with allowances made for seasonal factors
(ratings are higher in the fourth quarter of the year), and for competing channels'
programmes. For new programmes, the schedulers look at the actual ratings of similar programmes to work out the predicted ratings. The sales executives use the predicted ratings when they are selling commercial spots. So there are two types of ratings: predicted and actual. The upshot of this is that RATING relates to EPISODE, and
that RATING has two subtypes: PREDICTED RATING and ACTUAL RATING. From this
part of the business, we deduce the entities and relationships shown in Figure 3.2.5.
The entity DATE isn't shown in Figure 3.2.5, and you may not have it in your
model. After all, the date of transmission could be an attribute of EPISODE. However,
the users will tell you that there is a "day of transmission" or, as Piccadilly calls it,
"breakchart day." Usually, the station starts its broadcasting day with the morning
talk shows, and finishes some time in the early hours of the following morning with
the "Late, Late Show." (We are just as perplexed as you why something in the early
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hours is called "late.") While this constitutes a day's transmission, it actually covers
two dates. Look again at the ratecard in Chapter 1.2 (Figure 1.2.1) and answer this: If
an advertiser buys a spot in the late Friday segment, and the spot is not transmitted
until after midnight, what rate does he pay? The answer is the weekday 23.40-toclose rate. So the breakchart day is different from the actual date. We thus change
the name of this entity to make it more appropriate to the system.

Figure 3.2.5: A partial data model for the scheduling part
of the system. Note that some of the entities in this model
have already appeared in other partial models.

How do you show the rules provided by the Broadcasting Board in a data model?
One approach is not to show them: They could be considered as part of the scheduling process policy, and not as stored data at all. However, in this case, the PROGRAMMING RULES are shown in the context diagram as a data flow entering the system. So there must be a process like the one in Figure 3.2.6.
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Figure 3.2.6: The programming rules from the Broadcasting
Board are stored for use by the schedulers.

You can safely assume that the rules will change from time to time and that there
may be special rules that apply to special seasons. So it makes good business sense to
have the rules remembered. This gives an entity that we call BROADCASTING RULE
because it is concerned not just with programmes but also with commercial breaks.
But to what does it relate? The statement "The schedulers must also follow the
Broadcasting Board s rules for placement of programmes and for the number and
placement of commercial breaks ..." indicates that the rules relate to the scheduling
of breaks within and around programmes. In other words, an entity relates to a
relationship. This seems a little mind-boggling, but we can neatly solve the problem
by having a three-way relationship between the participating entities (see Figure
3.2.7). Similarly, the rules apply to scheduling episodes of programmes, and so they
can participate in the SCHEDULING relationship. The way to make sense of this relationship is to view it in three different ways:
• For each instance of one EPISODE and one COMMERCIAL BREAK, there are
many instances of BROADCASTING RULE.
• For each instance of one COMMERCIAL BREAK and one BROADCASTING
RULE, there are many instances of EPISODE.
• For each instance of one EPISODE and one BROADCASTING RULE, there are
many instances of COMMERCIAL BREAK.
As you can see, n-ary relationships are more complex to understand than binary
relationships. Often, they indicate that an analyst doesn't really understand a piece
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of policy, so he has related a clump of entities to each other. If this is the case,
you'll find it particularly difficult to give the relationship a meaningful name. The
best advice we can give you is always look for binary relationships first. If you cannot define your meaning using binary relationships, that is an indication you have a
real n-ary relationship.

Figure 3.2.7: The programming rules participate in the relationship between the breaks in and around an episode, and
the occurrence of episodes of a programme.

Bear in mind as you read through our explanation that your model does not have
to agree entirely with ours. After all, you may have interpreted the statement differently and anticipated different answers from the users. The point of this discussion is to show you the data model that results from one interpretation of the business policy.
Let's go back to the context diagram in Figure 3.1.1 to see the details of what
data enter the system and need to be remembered. Take the data flow COMMERCIAL
COPY RECORDING, which comes from PRODUCTION COMPANIES. The system needs
to remember the copy and where it came from. This gives two entities: COMMERCIAL COPY and PRODUCTION COMPANY, with a FILMING relationship between them.
The COMMERCIAL COPY entity must also relate to ADVERTISING CAMPAIGN. Now
consider this from "The Story of Piccadilly Television": "Some advertisers use several different commercials in a campaign, and the agency must send instructions on
which copy is to be transmitted in each spot." The boundary data flow COPY
TRANSMISSION INSTRUCTIONS delivers the data, which must be remembered.
Digging a little deeper, we will discover that the reason for the copy instructions is
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to make sure that Piccadilly transmits each copy in a defined sequence. So
Piccadilly saves the dates in the COPY TRANSMISSION INSTRUCTIONS as attributes of
the COMMERCIAL COPY entity. The spot manipulators use the copy transmission
dates when doing the ALLOCATING of COMMERCIAL COPY to COMMERCIAL SPOT.
There are two relationships, OCCUPYING and TRANSMITTING, between COMMERCIAL BREAK and COMMERCIAL SPOT. The reason is that OCCUPYING represents a
temporary placing of the spot within the break. Remember that for some spot
rates, there is no obligation to keep it in the break, nor indeed to transmit the spot.
The TRANSMITTING relationship is established when the spot is broadcast. So this
relationship represents an actual happening and is used for invoicing.
When you assemble all the fragments of the data model, you have a complete
(to date) description of the business; the assembled model is in Figure 3.2.8.
Compare it to your own, and make sure before going on that you can reconcile all
of your (and our) decisions on how to portray the business policy.
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Figure 3.2.8: This first-cut data model serves as a guide for your
detailed analysis. As you progress with the Piccadilly Project, you
will define the data in each entity and relationship, as well as the
processes that store and retrieve those data.
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Defining Your Entities
We asked you to write down the attributes for the entity ADVERTISING CAMPAIGN.
Some of the attributes are established by the executive when he uses (the data flow)
CAMPAIGN REQUIREMENTS to plan the campaign. First consider what data make up
the flow. When the agency gives Piccadilly the campaign requirements, the agency
also must tell Piccadilly its name. So the name of the agency will be part of the
flow, along with the name of the product to be advertised. The executive needs to
know at least the budget for the campaign, the target audience, the ratings the
agency wants to achieve, the length of the campaign, and, for scheduling purposes,
the duration of each spot used in the campaign.
In the data dictionary, you can write the above description as

Campaign Requirements = * Data flow. An agency's description of requirements for an advertising campaign. *
Agency Name + Product Name + Campaign Budget
+ Target Audience + Target Rating Percentage
+ Campaign Duration
+ {Required Spot Duration}
The braces around REQUIRED SPOT DURATION indicate there are many of them,
whereas there is only one occurrence of each of the other data elements. (This
notation is explained fully in Chapter 2.9 Data Dictionary. If you aren't comfortable
with it, look ahead, but for now just accept it as a convenient shorthand.)
Which of the items in this data flow need to be part of the ADVERTISING CAMPAIGN entity? For the moment, we think this is a fair definition:

Advertising Campaign = Campaign Budget + Target Audience
+ Target Rating Percentage + Campaign Duration
+ {Required Spot Duration}
Note that each of the attributes describes an advertising campaign and only an
advertising campaign. Other items from the data flow, such as AGENCY NAME and
PRODUCT NAME, are not included as attributes of the entity ADVERTISING CAMPAIGN
as they describe other entities. AGENCY NAME is an attribute of the entity ADVERTISING AGENCY, and PRODUCT NAME is, of course, an attribute of the entity PRODUCT.
If you look at the data model, you'll see that ADVERTISING CAMPAIGN has a relationship called REPRESENTING with PRODUCT. The relationship links the product to its
campaign, so that the system knows which campaigns belong to which products.
As the analysis progresses and you learn more about the system, add what you
know to your models. You should write definitions for the entities and relation365
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ships as soon as you have something to say about them. At this stage, an examination of the boundary data flows reveals many data elements that you should
attribute to your entities and relationships. It is also helpful to write a short statement explaining the purpose of each entity and relationship; this explanation is
enclosed by asterisks.
Advertising Agency = * Entity. 5>uyer of commercial spots for advertising
campaigns. *
Agency Name + Agency Address + Agency Phone Number
Representing = * Relationship. Keeps track of which agency is responsible for
a product. Keeps track of historical relationships between
agencies and products for collecting bad debts. Cardinality:
for each Advertising Agency, there are many Products; for each
Product, there are many Advertising Agency(s). Participation:
Advertising Agency mandatory, Product mandatory. *
Representation Start Date + Representation End Date
Notice that the relationship definition specifies the purpose of the relationship, as
well as the cardinality and participation rules for each entity involved in the relationship. The representing relationship also has two data elements attributed to it
because both representation start date and representation end date truly describe
the relationship. However, there will be many cases in which a relationship does
not have any attributes.
The reason for writing these definitions is that they almost always raise questions. By asking these questions and getting answers, you'll learn still more about
the system. Adding that knowledge to your models raises more questions, and ...
Believe us, it does end eventually.
Look at the other entities in the data model and consider the attributes they
each contain. Later, after reading the data dictionary chapters (2.9 Data Dictionary
and 1.5 Building the Data Dictionary), you will define them completely.

Another Way to Build the Data Model
Having just put you through the exercise of building a data model from a statement
of the users' business, we now confess that this is not the only way to build such a
model. Our reason for doing it this way is to give you some practice with data
modeling and to raise questions about Piccadilly. Shortly, you will partition the system by events and build event-response data models. (If you are unfamiliar with
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these terms and models, your trail will introduce them before you need them for
the case study.)
Why do you need several methods? Because we have found in our own projects the enormous benefit of building a first-cut data model of the users' business.
This model is an invaluable vehicle for starting to understand the business policy.
However, the first-cut model is too large to support very detailed thinking. Later,
you will use event-response data models to partition the data model into head-sized
pieces so that you can confirm all the details and assumptions. The result will be a
data model that is descriptive and reliable because you have used the policy in the
event-response models to verify it.

+ Ski Patrol
Your data model should be substantially the same as ours. Naturally, there are sure
to be some differences in interpretation of the meaning of data and in your choice
of names. This is expected when building a first-cut model. Your reason for building the model is to discover potential misunderstandings and arrive at a consensus.
If, after reviewing the answer, you feel you've accomplished the objective of the
exercise, proceed directly to the Trail Guide for further directions.
If you had some problems—if perhaps the whole exercise of building a data
model had no meaning for you—then Chapter 2.4 Data Viewpoint will give you
the reason for needing a data model. Similarly, if you feel it to be overkill to build
both a data model and a data flow model of the same system, we remind you that
the purpose is to analyze and specify the complete system. Your specification is
more rigorous and easier to build if you have both data and process models. This
will be reinforced when you get to the essential modeling chapters.
Some commonly encountered problems in data modeling concern the questions of which attributes make up an entity, when to make a relationship, and how
to name relationships. Chapter 2.5 Data Models will answer these questions, and the
exercises there will give you some more practice. Also, remember that your data
model is only a first cut, based on your current fragmentary knowledge of
Piccadilly. As you do more of the Project, your increased knowledge will add to
and improve your data model.
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Trail Guide
This Trail Guide duplicates the one at the end of Chapter 1.3 Wliat About the
Business Data?
• Easiest: Go to Chapter 2.6 More on Data Flow Diagrams. You will leave data
models for the moment to expand your knowledge of data flow models. You
will rejoin the Piccadilly Project shortly.
H More Difficult: Now is the time to consider an appropriate viewpoint for
this stage of the Piccadilly Project. Go to Chapter 2.8 Current Physical Vieuspoint.
+ Most Difficult: Continue on with the Piccadilly Project, when you will now
get some more background into the company. Go to Chapter 1.4 The Piccadilly
Organization.
^ Promenade: This wasn't intended to be part of your journey. However, if
you have already been through the data modeling chapters (2.4 Data Viewpoint
and 2.5 Data Models), look at the data model in Chapter 3.2 (Figure 3.2.8), then
pick up your trail in Chapter 2.10 Essential Viewpoint,
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Before You Reached Here ...
You have drawn Diagram 0 and updated your context and data models, as presented in Chapter 1.4 The Piccadilly Organization.

Figure 3.3.1: Diagram 0. This model /s partitioned to highlight Piccadilly's current organization.
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Sample Model of Piccadilly
The partitioning of this current physical model mirrors the business that you see
when you visit Piccadilly's offices. The model is useful to you at the moment, as
you do not yet have a complete understanding of the television business. The
model also highlights some problems. The largest number of interfaces is between
the Sales and Commercial Booking departments. This heavy traffic indicates that
the work done by these two departments is closely connected. Perhaps there is some
functionality being handled in the wrong department, or perhaps there is some
overlapping or duplicate processing. It is too early yet to know. These data flows
simply tell you that you must analyze both departments before you can see the complete picture.
High-level current physical models such as this one can be used to explain
your project to other people. In the real Piccadilly Project, we pinned this model to
a prominent wall and used it whenever we discussed the Project with the users or
with others on the analysis team. We also found it an extremely good starting point
for introducing new people into the Project.

Verifying Your Context
The model you have just built, Diagram 0, is a more detailed version of the context
diagram. The functionality of the system is now decomposed into five lower-level
bubbles. These five bubbles must interface with each other, which means you must
introduce new data flows into the model. Note that the boundary data flows from
the context diagram must also appear in the lower-level diagram.
Compare the data flows in your context diagram with the flows that enter or
leave your Diagram 0. They should match, with the exception of any new flows
that were discovered through the lower-level description. The flows NEW AGENCY,
NEW SALES EXECUTIVE, OPPOSITION SCHEDULE, and COPY DISPOSAL INSTRUCTIONS

do not appear in the context diagram (Figure 3.1.1). The business description
mentions OTHER TV CHANNELS and PERSONNEL DEPARTMENT. Since you have no
way of changing other television companies, they are outside your context; show
them as a terminator. In a real-world project, you'd have to get a ruling from user
management whether the Personnel Department is inside or outside the context
before attempting to correct your models. In this Project, let's say that Piccadilly
management has decided that the Personnel Department is outside the context. So
we'll correct the context by adding PERSONNEL DEPARTMENT as a terminator, along
with the other new terminator and the new flows. The updated context diagram
appears in Figure 3.3.2.
As you learn about the details of a system, you will usually find that some
information has been omitted from the higher-level models. That's because people
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forget to tell you something, or they assume that you already know something, or,
as happens occasionally, they just don't know enough to give you the complete picture. People also tend to contradict one another.
These inconsistencies are irritating, but not debilitating. The reason that you
are modeling the system is to come up with a precise definition, and it's far easier
and cheaper to find the inconsistencies during analysis than at some later stage.

Figure 3.3.2: Updated context diagram. The data flows
NEW AGENCY, NEW SALES EXECUTIVE, OPPOSITION SCHEDULE, and

COPY

DISPOSAL INSTRUCTIONS, plus the terminators PERSONNEL DEPARTMENT and OTHER TV CHANNELS are added to the context diagram to make it balance with Diagram 0.

Adding to Your Data Model

From the business description, you know that Perry Vale in the Programme
Transmission Department needs to record the opposition's programme schedules.
He does this so that he can schedule high-rating programmes whenever the oppo371
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sition is planning a blockbuster. He cannot afford to let Piccadilly give away too big
a share of the audience.
Therefore, the system has to remember the oppositions programming schedules, which means that the data model also changes. Figure 3.3.3 is an updated version of the first-cut data model we showed you in Figure 3.2.8.

Some Analysts9 Questions
Suppose I didn't have a written description of Piccadilly. How would I model the organization?

There are other possible sources of information. As the users describe their work
and workplace to you in person, draw data flow diagrams as they talk. They can
help if you get stuck. Another source of information is reports and documents used
within the company. Start by drawing a bubble for each department in the organization chart, and then treat each report or document as a data flow. Some of these
will flow between departments, and some will be boundary data flows to or from
terminators. Then, complete the model by asking the users, and looking for data
flows that travel by telephone or voice.
Will the Piccadilly users think my model is too complicated?

The users won't find this picture nearly as complicated as you do. After all, it is a
model of something they know very well: their own organization. The data flow
names are terms they use every day. You can enhance the model by noting in each
bubble the name of the manager or the key people in each department. Your
objective is not to deny the complexity, but to control it.
One simplification that we have chosen to use in this model is the single
unnamed data flow between the Sales Department and the breakchart. As we are
not yet certain of the exact data content in this case, we use this flow as a summary
of all the flows. Later, when we study the Sales Department in detail, we will identify the individual flows in the lower-level model. We were much more certain
about the communication between the Commercial Booking Department and the
breakchart. In this case, we felt confident enough to show separately named flows
in the model, and these will be confirmed by our detailed study of the department.
When reviewing your models with the users, don't try to explain what the
symbols mean; they'll either pick up the meaning from the context or ignore it.
Instead, talk about the business you are modeling. Use your models to focus on the
topics and areas you need clarified. When you point to a data flow, don't call it a data
flow, call it by its business name. Talk through the model and make it come alive.
For instance, if you were talking to Dagenham Heathway in the Research
Department, you could point to the data flow SALES TARGET INSTRUCTIONS and
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Figure 3.3.3: The first-cut data model is updated to reflect the additional information
about the opposition companies and their programming. There are two new entities: OPPOSITION COMPANY and OPPOSITION PROGRAMME. A new relationship keeps track of which company is
PLANNING to schedule which opposition programme. Another new relationship keeps track of
all the opposition programmes that are COMPETING with a Piccadilly programme.
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say, "When you get the sales target instructions from management, you use the
programme transmission schedule and the television ratings report to do some
financial modeling and to set the ratecard for the next quarter. Have I understood
that correctly? Are there any other data you use that I don't know about?" Talking
through the diagram leads Dagenharn to verify your understanding and tell you
about anything that is missing. If he corrects your model, thank him. Remember
that it is not an interruption to your work if somebody makes changes to your
model—it is the purpose of your work.
How long does it take to build a current physical model?

Sometimes, you can sketch a current physical model on a whiteboard in less than
half an hour. In other cases, it can take weeks. We have found the time depends on
three factors:
• how well you know the people involved
• how much user knowledge you have yourself
• how available are the people you need to see
Remember that the current physical model is not the specification for your future
system. This model's purpose is to give you an understanding of the business.
Instead of asking "How long does it take?" perhaps a better question is "How
much time should I spend?" The answer is as much time as you need to understand
the business, and no more. Later, after discussing event modeling, we can define
more precisely how much knowledge you'll need. Also, as you progress through
the Piccadilly Project, you will see the point at which we suggest that you stop
physical modeling and move on to another view.
Are there any dangers in building current physical views of a system?

Yes. Many projects have wasted a great deal of time by building overly detailed current physical models. Some projects have built models that specify every detail right
down to the mini specifications. That is not the purpose of the current physical
model. Shortly before it was canceled, one project we know of had produced three
thousand mini specifications detailing the current system. This was tragic, because
the analysts could have captured enough knowledge with one or two levels of data
flow diagrams, some data dictionary definitions, and no mini specifications.
The reason this happened was that the people building the models were not
sure why they were doing it. Without a clear plan of how much physical modeling
is needed, analysts find it is all too easy to continue doing it past the point of being
useful.
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Physical modeling is also fun to do. Most analysts enjoy the experience of
talking to users, modeling what they said, verifying the model, and moving down
to the next level of detail. There is also the problem that when analysts are talking
to the users, they are providing details of their business. Many analysts feel that they
have to model all the details so that they don't lose any of them and have to ask for
the information again. However, at this stage of the Piccadilly Project, you don't
know what details are needed, and what will become superseded by the future system. We urge you to procrastinate. You can always postpone details and then go
back to pick up the details when you know what you need. It is much more difficult to get rid of lovingly crafted models even after they have proved to be unnecessary.
Your goal is to specify a system, and to do that, you have to know how to
selectively build your physical models.
Why do you recommend starting the Piccadilly Project with a current physical view?
We recommend this approach because you had no prior knowledge of Piccadilly's
business, and the current physical model helps you to understand its business. This
model is a convenient vehicle to collect information about the system.
A current physical model is not wasted effort, and you've used it to accomplish two things. First, the model helps to ensure that you are beginning the project
with the correct context. Second, it helps you get to know the key users. You've
demonstrated your interest in what they told you by building a model of it. You've
discovered most of the data that flows around and is stored by the company. You
also know, at a high level, what processes exist to treat those data. While it is early
yet, you have already traveled quite a distance.
Once you have built up enough knowledge of Piccadilly's business, it will be
time to move on to other views of the system.

+ Ski Patrol
We have mentioned that a possible pitfall with the current physical model is the
temptation to show a bubble for each process mentioned in the text, thus resulting
in a model with far too many bubbles. If this happened to you, a quick revisit to
Chapter 2.7 Leveled Data Flow Diagrams would be useful for you to redo your
model.
The data flow names should be substantially the same as those used in the
text. You are free to change names, but you should always have a solid reason for
doing so. Remember that you have to confirm this diagram with the users before
proceeding, so they must be able to recognize the name.
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Your diagram should have balanced with the context. If it didn't, or if you
didn't do the balancing check, or if you didn't add the new boundary flows to your
context diagram, visit Chapter 2.7 Leveled Data Flow Diagrams to read about keeping the leveled models in balance with each other. Balancing is a critical part of
your modeling effort.
You also should have discovered the additions to the data model. You should
be happy with your data model at this stage as a reflection of your growing knowledge of the business. It does not have to look exactly like ours. In later modeling
efforts in the Project, you will refine your model, and at the same time prove or
disprove your ideas. However, we want you to feel comfortable with the idea and
notation of data models before proceeding. Look in Chapters 2.4 Data Viewpoint
and 2.5 Data Models for help on data models.

Trail Guide
• Easiest: The next step in the Piccadilly Project is to define the dataflowsand
stores. To find out how to do this, go to Chapter 2.9 Data Dictionary.
• More Difficult: If you already know about data dictionaries, proceed to
Chapter 1.5 Building the Data Dictionary. If you need to brush up on some rusty
skills, may we suggest a quick detour through Chapter 2.9 Data Dictionary.
+ Most Difficult: Put your skill with data dictionaries into practice by going to
Chapter 1.5 Building the Data Dictionary.
^ Promenade: This chapter is not required reading for you. Turn to Chapter
2.8 Current Physical Viewpoint, where you can pick up your trail.
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3.4

Before You Reached Here ...
You have written some data dictionary definitions and probably updated your
data model, as assigned in Chapter 1.5 Building the Data Dictionary.

Defining Piccadilly Entries
Your task was to define the information that Piccadilly receives from its programme
suppliers. This is the minimum that Perry Vale needs to make his programme buying decisions. The entries are listed alphabetically.

Director Name = ^ Data element. Identifies the director of a programme. *
Mew Programme = * Data flow. Describes a programme offered by an English
or overseas programme supplier. *
Programme Name + Programme Type + Programme Description
+ Programme Duration + Programme Price
+ ^Programme Episodes
+ {Performer Name}
+ ?(Producer Name + Director Name)
+ ?£>upplier Name
Performer Name = * Data element. Identifier of an actor or actress appearing In a programme. *
Producer Name = * Data element. Identifies the producer of a programme. *
Programme Description = * Data element. Synopsis of the contents of a programme. *
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Programme Duration =* Data element. Running time of a programme. Unite:
hrs/mins/secs. *
Programme Episodes = * Data element. The number of episodes of a programme covered by an agreement with a supplier or by
Piccadilly's internal production plane. *
Programme Name = * Data element. The name that uniquely identifies this
programme, for example, News at Ten, 5>rideshead Revisited,
Coronation Street. *
Programme Price = * Data element. Price paid to the supplier of a programme.
Units: pounds sterling. *
Programme Type = * Data element *
[ First-Kun Film I Sporting Event I Documentary I Talk Show I
Old Movie]
* The types of programmes that Piccadilly transmits. Mote
that there are other programme types to add to these. *
Supplier Name = * Data element. Identification for a programme supplier. *
Although not specifically mentioned, a supplier would likely tell Piccadilly who he
is when the new programme information is sent, since Perry must inform the supplier of his buying decision. Because the information was not specifically mentioned by the user, a question mark is used to indicate that an assumption is being
made. A question mark can be used anywhere you're not certain of what you are
writing. Definitions and data flows highlighted by this notation can then be clarified by the users. There is nothing wrong with showing what you don't know, but
there is everything wrong with hiding it.
The supplier's address is not listed, as it is likely to be on file and can be
retrieved using the name. Perry can confirm this when you go back with questions.
You were given the information "Some programmes include the names of the
producer and director." When names appear in the data flow, does it mean that
both the producer's and the director's names are there? Or does it mean that one or
the other may be present? The English language doesn't have any precedence rules
for "and," but the data dictionary does. You could have defined (PRODUCER NAME
+ DIRECTOR NAME) to mean that if any names appear, then both do; or (PRODUC378
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ER NAME) + (DIRECTOR NAME) to say that one or both or none may be present.
Alternatively, if it is possible to have more than one producer and more than one
director, then {PRODUCER NAME} + {DIRECTOR NAME} would be used. Again, a
question mark is used in the definition as you cannot be sure about the correct
meaning until you have checked with Perry Vale.
Although the user did not mention it, the analyst realized that there might be
several episodes of a programme. The ?PROGRAMME EPISODES has been included in
the definition so that the analyst remembers to ask the question.
In the description, you were told that there are other types of programmes.
The comment in the data dictionary entry for PROGRAMME TYPE reminds you that
some more values need to be defined.

Defining Ratecard
This definition was derived from a sample page of a ratecard presented in Figure 1.5.2.

Katecard = * Data flow. Prices, moveabi\lty, and preemption rulee> of time
available for sale. *
Kate From Date
+ ?{Kate Spot Duration
+ {Kate Segment Day
+ {Kate Segment Start + Kate Segment End
+ {Kate Moveabl\lty + Spot Prioe}}}}
Kate From Date = * Data element. The commencement date for a new ratecard period. Format: Day/Month/Year. ^
Kate Moveabl\lty = * Data element. Kate moveabl\lty ae> defined in the ratecard. *
[ Fixed: fixed on a nominated day and break I &road: moveab\e
within a specified segment on a nominated day I KOD: run-ofday, moveab\e to any similarly priced segment on a nominated
day I KOW: run-of-week, moveab\e to any similarly priced segment during a week ]
Kate Segment Day = * Data element. Da\/(s] of week on which this segment
of time occurs. ^
[ Weekday I Saturday I Sunday ]
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Rate Segment End = * Data element. The end time for a ratecard segment. *
Rate Segment Start = ^ Data element. The start time for a ratecard segment. *
Kate Spot Duration = * Data element. Duration of spots as defined in the
rateoard. Units: seconds. *
[10 I 20 I 50 14O I 50 I 6O]
Spot Price = * Data element. Ratecard price for a spot rate. Units: pounds
sterling. *
Your names may be different from those that we have used, but their meanings
should be substantially the same. Take a moment to reconcile your names with
ours. Also, make sure that you understand ours because, naturally enough, we will
be using them for the rest of the Project.
Our definition of RATECARD has a ? before RATE SPOT DURATION. We have
assumed that when a new ratecard is issued for a quarter, the rates for all durations
are changed. So for one RATE FROM DATE, there are a number of RATE SPOT DURATIONS. The brace indicates that there are several RATE SPOT DURATIONS, and the
question mark says that we are not certain.
Make sure that you have your pairs of braces in the right places. If you specify
the repeating groups incorrectly, it will mislead the file designers later when they
receive your specification.
The ratecard is made up of a number of components; these are defined in turn.
When the component is a data element, it has the comment * Data element *.
For example, RATE SPOT DURATION is a data element, and its definition shows all the
possible values it can have. RATE FROM DATE is another data element, but has an
almost infinite number of possible values. There is no point attempting to list them
in the dictionary, and dates are commonly understood. So the definition simply has
a comment, and points out that the format is day/month/year.
It is not possible to define all possible values of SPOT PRICE by looking at the
sample ratecard page in Figure 1.5.2. There are other pages of the ratecard, for spots
of different durations. You were told there are similar ratecard pages for 10-, 20-, 40-,
50-, and 60-second spots. Besides, over the life of the system, there will be an almost
infinite number of values for this item. To find more information about this data element, you would look through the other pages of the ratecard. You'll find that the
cheapest price is ^150 for a 10-second ROW spot in the last segment of the day. The
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highest-priced spot, a 60-second fixed in the prime segment, sells for .£25,000. You
could enhance your definition in the data dictionary with

Spot Price = * Data element. Katecard price for a spot rate. Unite: pounds
sterling. Value range: >= 150 and <= 25OOO. *

Adding to Your Data Model
You were also asked to study your definitions of the data flows to see if they
revealed any new or updated entities. Then you added any new information you
found to the data model. Figure 3.4.1 is an updated version of the data model in
Figure 3.3.3.
When you built your first-cut data model, you included an entity called PROGRAMME. At that stage, you didn't have enough information to write a detailed
definition of it. However, you now know that most of the data content of PROGRAMME comes from the data flow NEW PROGRAMME. Now that you have defined
the content of the flow, you can begin to define the entity PROGRAMME.
Let's say that the users have accepted our version of the definition for a new
programme:

New Programme = * Data flow. Describes a programme offered by an English or
overseas programme supplier. *
Programme Name + Programme Type + Programme Description
+ Programme Duration + Programme Price
+ ^Programme Episodes
+ {Performer Name}
+ ^(Producer Name + Director Name)
+ ?5uppl\er Name
The first five items are data elements, and, as they describe a programme and are
remembered by the system, you can say they are attributes of the entity PROGRAMME. Entities are defined by listing their components just as if they were data
flows (a sample appears below).
PROGRAMME EPISODES has a ? beside it in the definition of the data flow. The
reason is because a question occurred to the analyst: "Do the suppliers tell
Piccadilly if a new programme has multiple episodes?" If the answer to this question is yes, the question mark will be removed. Otherwise the element will be
removed from the definition. Let us say that in this case the users agreed that PROGRAMME EPISODES should be part of the definition. So we can also attribute it to
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Figure 3.4.1: Analysis of the data flow NEW PROGRAMME reveals
three new potential entities—DIRECTOR, PRODUCER, and
PERFORMER—and appropriate relationships. Analysis of RATECARD
unveils RATECARD PERIOD and RATECARD SEGMENT, together with
some new relationships.
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the entity PROGRAMME. Your dictionary can now support your data model with
this definition:
Programme = * Entity. A television programme made by Piccadilly or bought
from a programme supplier. *
Programme Name + Programme Type + Programme Description
+ Programme Duration + Programme Price
+ Programme Episodes + Programme Purchase Date
We added the * Entity * comment to differentiate between the types of definitions
in the data dictionary. You will find this approach a useful aid in finding your way
around a large data dictionary.
Did you include {PERFORMER NAME} in the definition of PROGRAMME? We
hope not. While {PERFORMER NAME} lists the main performers in the programme,
you cannot say that a performer's name describes a programme; it describes a performer. Instead of attributing this data item to PROGRAMME, it should be attributed
to a new entity called PERFORMER. As usual, you support your data model with a
data dictionary definition:
Performer = * Entity. Actor or actress appearing in a programme. *
Performer Name
Two other entities derived from the data in NEW PROGRAMME are DIRECTOR and
PRODUCER. Adding these two entities to the data model, you define them:
Director = * Entity. The director of a programme. *
Director Name
Producer = * Entity. The producer of a programme. *
Producer Name
The NEW PROGRAMME data flow carries data about a number of different entities
that are grouped in one data flow because there is a need for Piccadilly to know
which director has directed a programme. When the data are stored as entities,
there is a need to remember the relationship between them. The name DIRECTING
given to the relationship in Figure 3.4.1 describes the reason for the link. Similarly,
the data flow reveals a relationship PRODUCING between the PROGRAMME and its
PRODUCER.
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Think of these additions to the data model as potential entities and relationships. For example, we are not yet sure, within this context of study, whether
Piccadilly thinks of DIRECTOR as an entity or whether the DIRECTOR NAME is an
attribute of the PROGRAMME entity. We will verify this when we do a detailed
analysis of the use of the data. Until then, you need to show all potential entities
and relationships in the data model because by doing so, you make the questions
obvious.
In the first version of the data model that you built (Figure 3.2.8), an entity
called SPOT RATE is related to many commercial spots. At that stage of your analysis,
Piccadilly's pricing looked quite straightforward. Since analyzing the sample ratecard, you now find that the pricing is more complex than it appeared when you
did the first-cut data model. Your detailed study of the ratecard has resulted in this
definition:

Katecard = * Data flow. Prices, moveabl\lty, and preemption rules of time
available for sale. *
Kate From Date
+ ?{Kate Spot Duration
+ {Kate Segment Day
+ {Kate Segment Start + Kate Segment End
+ {Kate Moveablllty + Spot Price}}}}
The data model should reflect the reality of the business. So instead of the single
entity called SPOT RATE, you can break it down into separate entities, each one
describing something that is familiar and important to the business:

Katecard Period = * Entity. Period during which given rates apply. *
Kate From Date
Katecard Segment = * Entity. Continuous band of time defined on ratecard. *
Kate Segment Day + Kate Segment Start + Kate Segment End
Spot Kate = * Entity *
Kate Spot Duration + Spot Price + Kate Moveablllty

Relationships
Like entities, relationships must reflect the policy of the business. The LEGAL PLACEMENT relationship between RATECARD SEGMENT and SPOT RATE is there to define
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the segment placement offered by a particular set of moveability rules. This relationship is introduced because the price paid for a spot depends in part on the segments in which it can be transmitted. The relationship is many to many, as a rate
can apply to several segments, while the one segment can have many rates applicable to it.
The MOVEABILITY relationship between COMMERCIAL SPOT and RATECARD
SEGMENT is established when the agency agrees to buy a spot with certain moveability conditions. (Broad spots can be moved within a segment; run-of-day spots
moved to similarly priced segments on the same day; and run-of-week spots moved
to similarly priced segments over the week.) The relationship exists to link a commercial spot with the segments in which it may be broadcast.
Eventually, you'll verify each relationship and define each of these relationships in the data dictionary, and you can do this when you acquire more knowledge
of the processes that create and use the relationships.

+ Ski Patrol
Here's some first aid with the data dictionary definitions. At this stage, we want you
to feel secure about defining data. We trust that the reason for writing definitions
was revealed by the exercise, namely to better understand the data and the system
that uses the data. If you think you can model a system without defining the data,
please rethink. If you are not happy with the meaning of the operators, we can
only suggest reviewing them in Chapter 2.9 Data Dictionary. If you were not happy
with our interpretation of the data, take a few moments to reread the problem
statement in Chapter 1.5 Building the Data Dictionary. This time, have the sample
answers beside the problem statement. Note how the nouns that are important to
Piccadilly's business make up the data dictionary definitions.
We suspect the data model was your biggest problem. The most important
thing we have to say about the data model is, "Don't panic!" Data models don't
come easily to most people, so you are not alone. Data modeling requires knowledge of the subject matter and the ability to view that subject at a high level of
abstraction. The Piccadilly Project will give you plenty of practice in developing
these skills, and you will progressively improve your data model. If you attempted
to do the data modeling part of the exercise without reading and doing the exercises in Chapters 2.4 Data Viewpoint and 2.5 Data Models, we suggest a detour through
those chapters.
So far, we have approached the data model somewhat piecemeal. We have
attempted to build a data model from a general description of the business, and
have made some small alterations to it by analyzing data flows. This approach could
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be classified as a "fuzzy top-down approach." Its strength lies in providing a way of
getting started with a complex problem.
There is more to come: When we work through the chapters on essential
event-response models, we'll look at another way to model the system's stored data.
This approach works by partitioning the data model into small logical chunks based
on the need to support one event (this is explained in Chapter 2.11 Event-Response
Models). By the time you have experienced both approaches, we're sure that data
modeling will be much clearer to you. And, as is necessary in practice, you will be
in a position to blend both approaches.
Finish comparing your data dictionary and data model upgrades with the
samples. Make sure that you can reconcile any differences between your answers
and ours.

Trail Guide
• Easiest, • More Difficult, and + Most Difficult: Go to Chapter 1.6 Selling the
Airtime. There you will expand on your model of the Piccadilly system.
*fe Promenade: The most appropriate destination for you is to rejoin your trail in
Chapter 2.8 Current Physical Viewpoint.
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Before You Reached Here ...
You've built the data flow diagrams in Chapter 1.6 Selling the Airtirne.

The Data Flow Diagram As a Recording Device
During your early interviews with the users, the data flow diagram can serve as a
note-taking device. As people talk, draw processes and data flows. Your diagrams
won't be great art, but they nevertheless have a use. You capture what the users
said, and immediately afterward confirm that you have the correct interpretation of
what they said.
For example, the model in Figure 3.5.1 shows that bubble 3.4 SET SALES POLICY RATES Updates the BREAKCHART with BREAK MINIMUM RATE. You show this
model to Stamford Brook, sales manager, and ask him, "Is this right? Is it true that
when you set the sales policy, you update the minimum rates on the breakchart?"
If this isn't true, if he said something he didn't mean or you misunderstood what
he said, now is the time to find out. You have no ego invested in this model
(nobody can love a diagram with fourteen bubbles), and you cannot mind changing it. After all, its purpose is to provide you with an accurate and unambiguous
statement of what happens in the Sales Department. Changes now will save time
later on.
The model should be comprehensible to Stamford. If he were available, you
would walk through the model with him and raise all the questions you could.
Maybe he would disagree with your model, or contradict something he said, or
remember something he forgot to tell you. What you would be doing is communicating with him in a language he could understand.
Don't worry if initially there are no data flows joining all the processes in your
diagram; you'll find these when you go over the model with the users. Also don't
be too concerned if your model breaks some of the rules discussed in this book.
You can clean it up later.
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Figure 3.5.1: Preliminary version of Diagram 3 Sales Department reflecting
what Stamford told you. There are too many processes in this diagram, but
this can be fixed later by leveling upward. At this stage, the model is used
to confirm Stamford's description of the business.
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Leveling Upward to Reduce Complexity
The first thing that strikes you about this model is that there are more bubbles in it
than we recommend in Chapter 2.7 Leveled Data Flow Diagrams. When you use a
data flow diagram as a note-taking device, this often happens. Sometimes, it results
in models even more complex than this one. As an information-gathering tool,
that's fine, but you cannot leave the model in this state forever.
To control the complexity and reduce the number of bubbles, group processes
to create a high-level summary. Before making this higher level, though, you have
to identify which processes can be logically grouped together.
There are two guidelines. The first is to group processes so that you minimize
the number of interfaces at the highest level. This can be done by trial and error,
but it is probably faster to look for groupings of bubbles that are closely connected
to each other but loosely connected to anything else. The second guideline is to
look for groups of bubbles with similar functionality so that the group can be given
a functional name that is meaningful to the business being studied.
Figure 3.5.2 is the result of leveling upward. Bubbles 3.5, 3.9, 3.10, and 3.11
(from Figure 3.5.1) were functionally related and were consolidated into the honestly named process MAKE CHANGES TO SPOTS. We also grouped bubbles 3.1, 3.12,
3.13, and 3.14, which had data flow connections, into one high-level bubble called
PLAN CAMPAIGN.

Figure 3.5.2:
Second version of
Diagram 3 Sales
Department combining some of
the bubbles of the
previous version. It
was leveled
upward to make
the model less
complex. Notice
how many of the
processes have
interfaces through
the use of common physical data
stores.
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The model shown in Figure 3.5.2 is more presentable. It shows all of the functionality of the Sales Department, but does it in only eight bubbles. This model would
be used to present an overview of the department, or to reassure Stamford if he
became apprehensive over the complexity of the previous version. The details of
the department are not lost, and they are now shown in two lower-level diagrams
3.1 and 3.5. These appear in Figures 3.5.3 and 3.5.4, respectively.

Figure 3.5.3: Diagram 3.1 Plan Campaign.

The Big Picture
Your work in the Sales Department has identified two new data flows: SPOT CANCELLATION, which comes from the agency; and PREEMPTION REPLACEMENT, which
goes to the agency.
To keep your models in balance, you have to add these data flows to Diagram
0 (Figure 3.3.1) and the context diagram (Figure 3.3.2). Figures 3.5.5 and 3.5.6 are
updated versions of these diagrams.

+ Ski Patrol
A common error with lower-level data flow models is to omit the processes that
store data. If a data flow that originates outside the context of your diagram is to be
stored, there must be a process to store it. For example, some of Piccadilly's data
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Figure 3.5.4: Diagram 3.5 Make Changes to Spots. This diagram shows
the processes that were summarized in the higher-level diagram.

Figure 3.5.5: Updated Diagram 0 contains the two new data flows identified during your work in the Sales Department.
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Figure 3.5.6: Updated context diagram. The two additional
data flows were both interfaces with terminators, so they
must be shown in the context diagram.

originate in the advertising agencies, but they have no mechanism to store data
inside Piccadilly's system. Besides, it is not desirable for outsiders to be able to
change data. Similarly, if the data originate in a bubble that is not part of your diagram, you still must have a process to store it. Data cannot come from out of
nowhere and go directly into your data stores. You must control the storage.
It is not necessary that you have exactly the same diagrams as these samples.
You may have partitioned the problem a different way. However, you should have
one or more models that you would feel confident about talking through with
Stamford Brook.
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By this stage of the Project, we want you to feel comfortable with drawing leveled data flow diagrams, and maintaining the correct balance between levels.
Remember that having balancing abnormalities does not always mean that the lowerlevel diagram is wrong. Sometimes, the parent diagram needs to be changed because
it fails to show a flow or store that appears in the more detailed child diagram.
If you have any questions about the symbology used in data flow diagrams,
review Chapters 2.2 Data Flow Diagrams and 2.6 More on Data Flow Diagrams.
Chapter 2.7 Leveled Data Flow Diagrams provides reference material on how leveling
works. If you are having trouble with why you want to build a model of the current system, try a detour through Chapter 2.8 Current Physical Viewpoint. We also
want you to be confident with your ability to record data dictionary entries. A
refresher on the notation can be found in Chapter 2.9 Data Dictionary.

What to Do
Just so you don't have to spend all your time building current physical models,
weVe built the lower-level models for the other Piccadilly departments. They are
packaged in Chapter 3.6. You will be using the current physical model as the
basis for your future work, so take some time now to find your way around it.

Trail Guide
You'll need to remember your next destination before leaving here because you
are going to Chapter 3.6, the complete physical model for Piccadilly. You will
visit Chapter 3.6 many times from many different locations, so we are not able
to provide a trail guide out of there.
• Easiest, • More Difficult, and + Most Difficult: Go to Chapter 1.7 Strategy:
Focusing on the Essentials. Now you'll leave the physical model to move on to a
more logical view of the system.
$ Promenade: You may rejoin your trail in Chapter 2.8 Current Physical
Viewpoint, where you will learn more about the change in direction the Project is
about to take.
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Before You Reached Here ...
You could have been at any of a number of locations, since many of the Project
chapters refer to the models here. Don't forget where you came from, as we have
no way to direct you back there.
This chapter contains the complete current physical model for Piccadilly
Television. Since you would spend too much of your time if you were to build the
complete model, we have completed the parts that you've not done. The model is
for reference purposes. Look through it so that you are familiar with its contents.

Contents
This complete current physical model is made up of a collection of leveled data
flow diagrams, a data model, and a supporting data dictionary, specifically:
1.

A package of data flow diagrams:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Context diagram (Piccadilly Project at the highest level)
Diagram 0 (Piccadilly's current implementation)
Diagram 1 Computer Department
Diagram 2 Research Department
Diagram 3 Sales Department, version 2
Diagram 3.1 Plan Campaign
Diagram 3.5 Make Changes to Spots
Diagram 4 Commercial Booking Department
Diagram 5 Programme Transmission Department

2.

Updated version of the data model.

3.

Data dictionary, with the definitions of all terms in the data flow diagrams and
data model. The entries are listed in alphabetical order. Each entry has a comment that classifies its type as one of the following:
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* Data element *
* Data element grouping *
* Data flow *
* Pata store *
* Entity *
* Material store *
* Relation&hip *
Sometimes, the definition of an entry is followed by one or more comments that
define the purpose, define the values, or point to other sources of knowledge about
the entry.

+ Ski Patrol
Your patroller cannot know why you are reading this model; you could have
reached this chapter from a number of others, so the only help the + Ski Patrol can
give is to refer you to the appropriate chapter for each of the model's components:
•
•
•
•

data flow diagrams discussed in Chapters 2.2 and 2.6
leveled data flow diagrams in Chapter 2.7
data dictionary described in Chapter 2.9
data models in Chapter 2.5

Trail Guide
• • + ^ All trails: This chapter is used as reference material for many other
chapters. As we have no idea where you came from, our advice is to return
whence you came.
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Figure 3.6.1: Context diagram, which defines the scope of
the current Piccadilly system.
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Figure 3.6.2: Diagram 0, the first breakdown of the context
diagram. This is intended to be a readily recognizable physical model, so the departments have been chosen as the partitioning theme.
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Figure 3.6.3: Diagram 1 Computer Department.
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Figure 3.6.4: Diagram 2 Research Department.
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Figure 3.6.5: Diagram 3 Sales Department, version 2.
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Figure 3.6.6:
Diagram 3.1 Plan
Campaign.

Figure 3.6.7: Diagram 3.5 Make Changes to Spots.
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Figure 3.6.8: Diagram 4 Commercial Booking Department.
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Figure 3.6.9: Diagram 5 Programme Transmission
Department
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Figure 3.6.10: An early version of the data model, containing all
the information that you have accumulated by building the current
physical model. It may be updated later with the knowledge you
gain from doing essential modeling.
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Data Dictionary
This data dictionary defines the terms used in the current physical model and in
the first-cut data model. You will notice that some of the definitions are not complete and that there are some questions in the dictionary. For example, some of the
entities and relationships don't have a note defining their purpose, which indicates
there are still unanswered questions about the relevancy and use of the data. Some
of the entities have their unique identifiers underlined; those that don't need composite identifiers, which will be specified in the mini specifications. When you
build your essential requirements models, you will get answers to such outstanding
questions as you make changes, additions, and deletions to the definitions in the
data dictionary.

Actual Rating = * Entity. A rating measurement taken during transmission. *
Actual Rating Percentage + Rating Time
Actual Rating Percentage = * Data element. The percentage of a given audience type watching Piccadilly Television at the time this rating
was measured. *
Advertising = •#• Relationship. t\eeps track of which products are involved in
advertising campaigns. Cardinality: for each Product, there are
many Advertising Campaigns; for each Advertising Campaign,
there is one Product. Participation: Product optional
Advertising Campaign mandatory. *
Advertising Agency = ^ Entity. Buyer of commercial spots for advertising
campaigns. *
Agency Name + Agency Address + Agency Phone Number
Advertising Campaign = * Entity. Records the conditions and aims for a campaign to advertise a product. *
Campaign Number + Campaign Start Date
+ Campaign End Date + Target Audience
+ Target Rating Percentage + Campaign Predicted Rating
+ Campaign B>udget Total + Piccadilly 5>udget Amount
+ Campaign Duration + {Required Spot Duration}
* Work necessary to remove or justify the repeating group *
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Agency Accounts File = * Data store. Computerized current system accounts
file. *
{Agency Name + Agency Address + Agency Phone Number
+ {Agency Invoice} + {Agency Payment}}
Agency Address = * Data element *
Agency Invoice = * Data flow *
Agency Name + Agency Address + Invoice Number
+ Invoice Date + {Campaign Number + {Spot Number
+ Spot Duration + Kate Moveability + Spot Transmitted Time
+ Spot Transmitted Date + Spot Price }} + Invoice Total
Agency Invoice Record = * Data flow. A transaction In the current computer
system. *
Agency Invoice
Agency Name = * Data element. Identifier for an advertising agency. *
Agency Phone Number = * Data element *
Agency Register = * Data store. File of agencies and responsible sales executives kept by the Sales Department. *
{Agency Name + Agency Address + Agency Phone Number
+ Sales Executive Name + Servicing Start Date}
Agreed Campaign = * Data flow. Spots and rates agreed between Piccadilly
and an advertising agency. *
Agency Name + Agency Address + Campaign Number
+ Product Name + Campaign Start Date + Campaign End Date
+ {Spot Number + Spot Duration + Spot Price
+ Rate Moveability + Spot Booking Agreement
+ ([Breakchart Date + Break Start Time I {Breakchart Date}])}
+ {Unavailable Slot}
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Airtime Analysis - * Data flow *
{£>reakchart Date + {Break Start Time + Break Sold Value
+ Break Unsold Value + {Seconds Available
+ (Rate Moveability)}}} + Total Sold Value + Total Unsold Value
Airtime Ratings History = * Data store. Television ratings supplied by audience measurement bureaus. *
{Television Ratings Report}
Allocating = * Relationship, ^eeps track of which commercial copy should be
transmitted for a commercial spot. Cardinality: for each
Commercial Spot, there is one Commercial Copy; for each
Commercial Copy, there are many Commercial Spots.
Participation: Commercial Copy optional, Commercial Spot
optional. *
Appearing = * Relationship, \\eeps track of which performers appear in programmes because this can affect which products can be advertised during a programme. Cardinality: for each Performer,
there are many Programmes; for each Programme, there are
many Performers. Participation: Programme optional, Performer
mandatory. *
Audience Type - * Data element. Used to classify ratings figures. *
[ Homes I Homemakers I Adults I Men I Women I Children ]
Automated Cassette Recording = * An actual cassette containing a recording of a television commercial. This technology is used by the
current system. *
Automatic Cassette Recordings = * Data store and material store *
{Commercial Copy Number + Automated Cassette Recording
+ Production Company Name + Agency Name + Product Name}
Available Time = * Data flow *
{5>reakchart Date + {Break Start Time + {Seconds Available
+ (Rate MoveabilityJ}}}
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/\veraqe Break Predicted Rating = * Data element. Derivable: average of all
Predicted Ratings for a Target Audience for all Episodes with a
Proximity relationship to a given Commercial Break. Integer. *
Billing = * Relationship. Keeps track of which spots have been invoiced.
Cardinality: for each Invoice, there are many Commercial Spots;
for each Commercial Spot, there is one invoice. Participation:
invoice mandatory, Commercial Spot optional *
B>reakchart = * Data store. Board containing hanging files plus breaksheets,
used to record available time and sold time. *
{Breakchart Date + {Programme Name + Episode Start Time
+ Episode End Time} + {Break Start Time + Break End Time
+ Break Minimum Kate + {Spot Number + Product Name
+ Spot Duration + Spot Price + Kate Moveabi\ity
+ Spot Booking Agreement}}} + {Programming Ku\e}
Breakchart Date = * Data element. A date on which Piccadilly will transmit
programmes and commercials. *
Breakchart Day = * Entity *
Breakchart Date + Breakchart Day Start
+ Breakchart Day End + Dai\y Revenue
Breakchart Day End = * Data element *
Breakchart Day Start - * Data element *
Break Duration = * Data element. Duration of a commercial break. Units:
m'ms/secs. *
f? min" I "1 min 3O sees" I "2 mins" I "2 mine 3O sees" I "3 mins"]
Break End Time = * Data element *
Break Minimum Rate = * Data element. Minimum rate to be charged for a
break. *
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Break Predicting = * Relationship. Cardinality: for each Commercial Break,
there are many Predicted Ratings; for each Predicted Rating,
there is one Commercial Break. Participation: Commercial
Break optional, Predicted Rating mandatory. *
Break Sold Value = * Data element. Derivable: total of Spot Prices for each
Commercial Spot that has an Occupying relationship with a
given Commercial Break. *
Break Start Time - * Data element *
Break Transmission Schedule = * Data flow. Commercial Booking Department's
notification of the scheduled transmission time and the spots
that will occupy the next days breaks. *
Breakchart Date + {Break Start Time + {Spot Number
+ Campaign Number + Spot Duration + Product Name}}
Break Unsold Value = * Data element. Derivable:
((Break Duration x Break Minimum Kate) - Break Sold Value). *
Broadcasting Rule = * Entity *
Programming Rule + Rule Effective

Date

Budgeting = * Relationship. Keeps track of the sales target for a number of
breakchart days. Cardinality: for each Sales Target, there are
many Breakchart Days; for each Breakchart Day, there is one
Sales Target. Participation: Sales Target mandatory,
Breakchart Day optional. *
Buying = * Relationship. Cardinality: for each Advertising Agency, there are
many Commercial Spots; for each Commercial Spot, there is
one Advertising Agency. Participation: Advertising Agency
optional, Commercial Spot mandatory. *
Campaign Availability = * Data flow. Airtime available for a specific
campaign.*
{Breakchart Date + {Break Start Time + {Seconds Available
+ (Kate Moveability)}}}
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Campaign S>udget Total = * Data element. The total campaign budget that
the agency Intends to spend on television advertising. Units:
pounds sterling. #
Campaign Duration = * Data element. Number of weeks during which spots
for a campaign wll\ be transmitted. Integer. Value range: >=2
and <= 52. *
Campaign End Date - * Data element. Date marking the last day spots will
be transmitted for a campaign. *
Campaign File = * Data store. File kept In the Sales Department. *
{Campaign Requirements + Suggested Campaign}
Campaign Make Up = * Relationship, \\eeps track of all the spots that make
up a campaign plan to achieve the desired target ratings.
Cardinality: for each Advertising Campaign, there are many
Commercial Spots; for each Commercial Spot, there Is one
Advertising Campaign. Participation: Advertising Campaign
optional, Commercial Spot mandatory. *
Campaign Number = * Data element. Identifier for an advertising campaign. *
Campaign Predicted Rating = * Data element. Derivable: total of the
Predicted Ratings for Commercial Breaks that have an
Occupying relationship with Commercial Spots In a given
Advertising Campaign. *
Campaign Requirements = * Data flow. An agency s description of requirements for an advertising campaign. *
Agency Name + Product Name + Campaign G>udget Total
+ Piccadilly 5>udget Amount + Target Audience
+ Target Rating Percentage + Campaign Duration
+ Campaign Start Date + Campaign End Date
+ {Required Spot Duration}
Campaign Start Date = # Data element. Date marking the first day spots for
a campaign will be transmitted. *
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Commercial Break = * Entity. Each commercial break represents a number of
seconds that can be sold for the transmission of advertising
copy. ^
Break Start Time + Break End Time + Break Duration
+ Break Sold Value + Break Unsold Value + Break Minimum Kate
Commercial Copy = ^ Entity. The material that le> transmitted during the time
occupied by a commercial spot. *
Commercial Copy Number + Physical Copy
+ {Copy Transmission Date} + Disposal Date
* Note that this contains a repeating group so Is not yet fully
normalize. *
Commercial Copy Number = * Data element. Unique Identifier for commercial
copy. *
Commercial Copy Recording = * Data flow plus physical cassette. Commercial
copy recording sent by the production company to Piccadilly's
Programme Transmission Department. *
Commercial Copy Number + Automated Cassette Recording
+ Production Company Name + Agency Name + Product Name
Commercial Spot = * Entity. Represents time that has been sold to an advertising agency. *
Spot Number + Spot Duration + Spot Booking Agreement
Competing = * Relationship. t\eeps track of which opposition programmes are
In competition with the episodes that Piccadilly plans to transmit. Cardinality: for each Episode, there are many Opposition
Programmes; for each Opposition Programme, there are many
Episodes. Participation: Episode optional, Opposition
Programme optional. *
Containing - * Relationship. t\eeps track of which commercial breaks are
planned for a breakchart day. Cardinality: for each Commercial
Break, there Is one Breakchart Day; for each Breakchart Day,
there are many Commercial Breaks. Participation: Breakchart
Day optional, Commercial Break mandatory. *
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Copy Disposal Instructions = * Data flow. Instruction from an agency to dispose of an outdated commercial copy recording. ^
Commercial Copy Number + Product Name + Disposal Date
Copy Register = * Data store *
{Commercial Copy Number + Product Name + Campaign Number
+ {Copy Transmission Date} + (Disposal Date}}
Copy Transmission Date = * Data element. The date that a piece of copy is
scheduled to be transmitted. *
Copy Transmission Instructions = * Data flow. Details of when particular commercial copy is to be transmitted. *
Agency Name + Product Name + Commercial Copy Number
+ {Copy Transmission Date}
Current Kate = * Data element. Derivable: the average rate currently being
paid for a 5O-second spot within a particular break. Units:
pounds sterling. Integer. *
Daily Revenue = * Data element. Revenue made by Piccadilly for all the commercial spots transmitted on one breakchart day. Derivable:
total of all Spot Prices for every Commercial Spot having a
Transmitting relationship with the Commercial Breaks on
today's date. *
Directing - * Relationship. Cardinality: for each Director, there are many
Programmes; for each Programme, there is one Director.
Participation: Director mandatory, Programme optional. *
Director = * Entity. The director of a programme. *
Director Name
Director Name = * Data element. Identifies the director of a programme. *
Displaced Spot = * Data flow *
Spot Number + Spot Price + Kate Moveability
+ Spot Booking Agreement
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Disposal Copy Material = * Data flow *
Commercial Copy Number + Physical Copy
Disposal Date = * Data element. Date by which a piece of commercial copy
must be destroyed. *
Episode = * Entity. An episode is one occurrence of a programme. *
Episode Number + Episode Scheduled Date
+ Episode Start Time + Episode End Time
Episode End Time = * Data element *
Episode Number = * Data element *
Episode Predicting = * Relationship. Cardinality: for each Episode, there are
many Predicted Ratings; for each Predicted Rating, there Is one
Episode. Participation: Episode optional, Predicted Rating
mandatory. *
Episode Scheduled Date = * Data element *
Episode Start Time = * Data element *
Filming = * Relationship. Cardinality: for each Production Company, there are
many Commercial Copy(s); for each Commercial Copy, there Is
one Production Company. Participation: Production Company
mandatory, Commercial Copy mandatory. *
Invoice = * Entity. A record of money owed by an advertising agency. *
Invoice Number + Invoice Total + Invoice Date
Invoice Date = * Data element *
Invoice Number = * Data element *
Invoice Total = * Data element. Derivable: sum of the Spot Price related to
each Commercial Spot related to a given Invoice. *
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Legal Placement = * Relationship. Keeps track of the ratecard-selling conditions concerning the price of a spot and the segments of time
that it can occupy. Cardinality: for each Spot Kate, there are
many Ratecard Segments; for each Ratecard Segment, there
are many Spot Rates. Participation: Spot Rate mandatory,
Ratecard Segment mandatory. *
Likely Spot Preemption = * Data flow. Trends in airtime sales indicate that
this spot may be preempted. *
Spot Number + Product Name + Break Start Time
+ Spot Duration + Rate MoveablHty + Spot Price
+ Recommended Rate
Measuring = ^ Relationship. Keeps track of the actual ratings for an episode.
Cardinality: for each Episode, there are many Actual Ratings;
for each Actual Rating, there is an Episode. Participation:
Actual Rating mandatory, Episode optional. *
MoveablHty = * Relationship. Keeps track of the ratecard segments in which a
particular commercial spot may be transmitted. Cardinality:
for each Commercial Spot, there are many Ratecard Segments;
for each Ratecard Segment, there are many Commercial Spots.
Participation: Commercial Spot mandatory, Ratecard Segment
optional. *
Moveable Spots = * Data flow*
Break Start Time + {Spot Number + Spot Duration + Spot
Price + Rate Moveability + Spot docking Agreement}
New Agency = * Data flow *
Agency Name + Agency Address + Agency Fhone Number
New Agency Form = * Data flow *
Agency Name + Agency Address + Agency Phone Number
New Agency Transaction = * Data flow *
Agency Name + Agency Address + Agency Rhone Number
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New Breaks = * Data flow. Breaks progressively added to the breakchart for
three months in the future. *
{Sreakchart Date + Break Start Time + Break End Time
+ Break Duration}
New Programme = * Data flow. Describes a programme offered by an English
or overseas programme supplier. *
Programme Name + Programme Type + Programme Description
+ Programme Duration + Programme Price
+ Programme Episodes + {Performer Name} + (Producer Name
+ Director Name) + Supplier Name
New Sales Executive = * Data flow *
Sales Executive Name + Sales Executive Address
+ Sales Executive Start Date
New Spot Kates = ^ Data flow. A transaction in the current computer
system.^
Ratecard
Occupying = * Relationship. Keeps track of which spots are occupying a break
so that the spot manipulators can make decisions about moving and slotting spots. Cardinality: for each Commercial Spot,
there Is one Commercial Break; for each Commercial Break,
there are many Commercial Spots. Participation: Commercial
Spot optional, Commercial Break optional. *
Occurring = * Relationship, \\eeps track of the episodes of a programme.
Cardinality: for each Programme, there are many Episodes; for
each Episode, there Is one Programme. Participation:
Programme optional, Episode mandatory. ^
Opposition Company = * Entity. Piccadilly competes with the government
channels for viewing audiences. Piccadilly also competes with
other commercial channels for the advertiser's money. *
Television Company Name
Opposition Predicted Rating = * Data element. The rating predicted for one of
the opposition company's programmes. *
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Opposition Programme = * Entity. Piccadilly's programme purchasing and
scheduling is influenced by the programmes planned for transmission by other commercial channels and by the government
channels. *
Opposition Transmission Date + Opposition Transmission Time
+ Opposition Programme Name + Opposition Predicted Rating

Opposition Programme Name - * Data element. The name of a programme
transmitted by an opposition company. *
Opposition Schedule = * Data flow *
Television Company Name + {Opposition Transmission Date
+ Opposition Transmission Time + Opposition Programme Name
+ (Opposition Predicted Rating)}

Opposition Transmission Pate = * Data element. The date an opposition programme is scheduled for transmission. ^
Opposition Transmission Time = * Data element. The time an opposition programme is scheduled for transmission. *
Performer = * Entity. Actor or actress appearing in a programme. *
Performer Name

Performer Name = * Data element. Identifier of an actor or aotree>e> appearing
In a programme. *
Physical Copy = * A physical copy of the material to be transmitted for a
commercial spot. Current system uses ACR. *
Piccadilly Budget Amount = * Data element. The portion of the campaign
budget total that the agency intends to spend with Piccadilly.
Unite: pounde> sterling. *
Planning = * Relationship. Cardinality: for each Opposition Company, there are
many Opposition Programmer; for each Opposition Programme,
there is one Opposition Company. Participation: Opposition
Company optional, Opposition Programme mandatory. *
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Predicted Rating - * Entity. Predicted ratings are used to p\an advertising
campaigns and programme scheduling. *
Predicted Rating Percentage + Predicted Rating Date
Predicted Rating Date = * Data element. Date on which a predicted rating
was made. *
Predicted Rating Percentage = * Data element. Percentage of an audience
type predicted to watch a given programme episode. *
Predicted Ratings = * Data flow. The Research Department's predictions of
programme ratings. *
{Ereakchart Date + {Programme Name + Episode Number
+ {Audience Type + Predicted Rating Percentage
+ Predicted Rating Date}}}
Preempted Spot = * Data flow. A spot that has been preempted by another
spot and dropped from the breakchart. *
Spot Number + Spot Duration + Rate Moveablllty
Preemption Replacement - * Data flow. Details of a spot that has been
booked to replace a preempted spot. *
Agency Name + Product Name + Campaign Number
+ Preempted Spot + [Replacement Spot I Upgrade Unavailable]
Preemption Warning = * Data flow. A sales executive warning to an agency
that a spot Is In danger of being preempted . *
Agency Name + Product Name + Campaign Number
+ Spot Number + Ereakchart Date + dreak Start Time
+ Spot Duration + Recommended Rate
Preliminary Schedule - * Data flow. The Programme Transmission Department's
first cut of a programme transmission schedule. *
{Programme Transmission Date + {Programme Name
+ Episode Start Time + Episode End Time}}
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Priced Time =* Data flow *
Agency Name + Product Name + Campaign Start Date
+ Campaign End Date + {Ereakchart Date + {5>reak Start Time
+ Seconds Available + Total Available Price + Current Rate
+ Audience Type + Average Break Predicted Rating}}
Pricing Agreement = * Relationship, ^eeps track of ratecard pricing conditions
under which a spot is sold. Cardinality: for each Commercial
Spot, there is one Spot Rate; for each Spot Rate, there are
many Commercial Spots. Participation: Commercial Spot
mandatory, Spot Rate optional. *
Producer = * Entity. The producer of a programme. *
Producer Name
Producer Name = * Data element. Identifies the producer of a programme. *
Producing = * Relationship. Cardinality: for each Programme, there are many
Producers; for each Producer, there are many Programmes.
Participation: Programme optional, Producer mandatory. *
Product = * Entity. Piccadilly needs to record which products are being advertised because some of the broadcasting rules govern the placement of commercials depending on the product. ^
Product Name
Production Company = * Entity. Producer of television commercials. *
Production Company Name
Production Company Name - * Data element *
Product Name = * Data element. Identifier for one of the products represented by an advertising agency. *
Product Number - * Data element. Piccadilly's unique identifier for a
product. *
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Programme = * Entity. A television programme made by Piccadilly or bought
from a programme supplier. *
Programme Name + Programme Type + Programme Description
+ Programme Duration + Programme Price
+ Programme Episodes + Programme Purchase Date
Programme Description = * Data element. Synopsis of the contents of a programme. *
Programme Duration = * Data element. Running time of a programme.
Units: hrs/mlns/secs. *
Programme Episodes = * Data element. The number of episodes of a programme covered by an agreement with a supplier or by
Piccadilly s Internal production plans. *
Programme Name = * Data element. The name that uniquely Identifies this
programme, for example, Mews at Ten, Erldeshead Revisited,
Coronation Street. *
Programme Price = * Data element. Price paid to the supplier of a programme.
Units: pounds sterling. *
Programme Purchase Agreement = * Data flow. Terms negotiated with an
external supplier. *
Programme Name + Supplier Name + Programme Price
Programme Purchase Date - * Data element. Date of purchase from a programme supplier. *
Programme Schedule File = * Data store. File kept by the Research
Department. *
{Programme Transmission Schedule + Preliminary Schedule
+ Predicted Ratings}
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Programme Schedules = * Data store. File kept in the Sales Department. *
{Programme Transmission Schedule} + {Predicted Ratings}
Programme Supplier - * Entity *
Supplier Name
Programme Transmission Date = * Data element. The actual transmission
date of a particular episode. *
Programme Transmission Schedule = * Data flow. Piccadillys planned transmission for the next quarter. *
{Programme Transmission Date + {Episode Number
+ Episode Start Time + Episode End Time + Programme Name
+ Programme Description + Programme Type
+ Predicted Rating} + {Break Start Time + Break End Time}}
Programme Transmission Time - * Data element. The actual transmission
time of an episode. *
Programme Type = * Data element *
[ First-Run Film I Sporting Event I Documentary I Ta\k Show I
Old Movie ]
* The types of programmes that Piccadilly transmits. Note
that there are other programme types to add to these. *
Programming Plan = •*• Data store. File in the Programme Transmission
Department. *
{Programme Name + Programme Type + Programme Description
+ Programme Duration + Programme Price
+ Programme Purchase Date + {Performer Name}
+ (Producer Name) + (Director Name) + Supplier Name
+ {Programme Transmission Date}} + Preliminary Schedule
+ Programme Transmission Schedule + Opposition Schedule
+ Programming Rules
Programming Rule = * Data element. A rule set by the Broadcasting 5>oard.
Each rule addresses some aspect of the mixture, content, and
placement of programmes and commercial breaks. *
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Programming Kules = * Data flow. File in the Programme Transmission
Department. *
{Programming Rule}
Proximity =* Relationship. Keeps track of whioh breaks are within one hour of
an episode so that the spot manipulators oan apply the appropriate programming rules when moving and slotting spots.
Cardinality: for eaoh Commercial 5>reak, there are many
Episodes; for eaoh Episode, there are many Commercial Breaks.
Participation: Commercial Break mandatory, Episode optional. *
Publicizing = * Relationship. Keeps track of which product is advertised by a
particular piece of commercial copy. Cardinality: for each
Commercial Copy, there is one Product; for each Product, there
are many Commercial Copy(s). Participation: Commercial Copy
mandatory, Product optional. *
Purchase Decision = * Data flow *
Programme Name + Programme Type + Programme Description
+ Programme Duration + Programme Price
+ Programme Episodes + {Opposition Programme}
+ {Performer Name} + {Producer Name} + (Director Name)
+ Supplier Name + {Episode Scheduled Date
+ Episode Start Time + Episode End Time}
Katecard = * Data flow. Prices, moveablllty, and preemption rules of time
available for sale. *
Kate From Date + {Kate Spot Duration + {Kate Segment Day
+ {Kate Segment Start + Kate Segment End
+ {Kate Moveablllty + Spot Price}}}}
Katecard File = * Data store. File kept by the Research Department. *
{Katecard}
Katecard Period = * Entity. Period during which given rates apply. *
Kate From Date
Katecards = * Data store. File kept in the Sales Department. There is a duplicate file in the Commercial Booking Department. *
{Katecard}
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Katecard Segment = * Entity. Continuous band of time defined on ratecard. *
Kate Segment Day + Kate Segment Start + Kate Segment End
Kate From Date - * Data element. The commencement date for a ratecard
period. Format. Day/Month/Year. *
Kate Moveablllty = * Data element. Kate moveablllty as defined In the ratecard. ^
[Fixed: fixed on a nominated day 1&road\ moveable within a specified segment on a nominated day I KOD: run-of-day, moveable to
any similarly priced segment on a nominated day IKOW: run-ofweek, moveable to any similarly priced segment during a week]
Kate Segment Day = * Data element. Day(s) of week on which this segment of
time occurs. *
[ Weekday I Saturday I Sunday ]
Kate Segment End = * Data element. The end time for a ratecard segment. *
Kate Segment Start - * Data element. The start time for a ratecard segment. *
Kate Setting = * Kelatlonshlp. faeps track of the ratecard segments applicable to a ratecard period. Cardinality, for each Katecard
Segment, there Is one Katecard Ferlod; for each Katecard
Period, there are many Katecard Segments. Participation:
Katecard Segment mandatory, Katecard Period mandatory. *
Kate Spot Duration = * Data element. Duration of spots as defined In the
ratecard. Units: seconds. *
[1OI20I3OI4OI5OI60]
Katlng = * Entity *
Katlng Date + Audience Type
Katlng Date = * Data element. The date to which a rating refers. *
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Rating Time - * Data element. Time to which an actual rating refers. Ratings
are taken every minute. Units: hrs/mins/secs. *
Recommended Rate = * Data flow. The rate recommended for a spot that is in
danger of preemption. *
Rate Moveability + Spot Price
Replacement Spot = * Data flow. A spot to replace another spot that has
been preempted. *
Product Name + Spot Number + Spot Duration + Spot Price
+ Rate Moveability
Representation End Date = * Data element. Date an agency ends representing a product. *
Representation Start Date = * Data element. Date an agency starts representing a product. *
Representing = * Relationship. Keeps track of which agency is responsible for
a product. t\eeps track of historical relationships between
agencies and products for collecting bad debts. Cardinality:
for each Advertising Agency, there are many Products; for each
Product, there are many Advertising Agency(s). Participation:
Advertising Agency mandatory, Product mandatory. *
Representation Start Date + Representation End Date
Required Spot Duration = * Data element. Required length of commercial
spots for a campaign. See Spot Duration for values. *
Revenue Reports = * Data flow. Computer reports used by management to
help set sales targets. *
5>reakchart Date + Daily Revenue + {Spot Number + Spot Rate
+ Product Name + Spot Transmitted Time + Spot Price}
Rule Effective Date - * Data element. The date that a new rule from the
Broadcasting Board must be applied to all Piccadilly s programme and commercial transmissions. *
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Sales Executive = * Entity *
Sales Executive Name + Sales Executive Address
+ Sales Executive Start Date
Sales Executive Address = * Data element *
Sales Executive Name = * Data element *
Sales Executive Register = * Data store. File of sales executives' responsibilities kept by the Sales Department. *
{Sales Executive Name + {Agency Name + Servicing Start Date
+ Servicing End Date}}
Sales Executive Start Date = * Data element. The date a sales executive
starts working for Piccadilly. *
Sales Target = * Entity. The revenue that Piccadilly alms to make within a
specified period. *
Sales Target from + Sales Target To + Sales Target Amount
Sales Target Amount = * Data element. The amount of a sales target. Units:
pounds sterling rounded up to the nearest thousand. *
Sales Target file = * Data store *
{Sales Target Instructions}
Sales Target from = * Data element. The start date for a sales target. *
Sales Target Instructions = * Data flow. Set by Piccadilly management. *
Sales Target from + Sales Target To + Sales Target Amount
Sales Target To = * Data element. The end date of a sales target. *
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Scheduling = * Relationship. t\eeps track of the scheduling decisions made
concerning episodes, commercial breaks, and broadcasting
rules. Cardinality: for each instance of one Episode and one
Broadcasting Rule, there are many Commercial Breaks; for each
instance of one Commercial Break and one Broadcasting Rule,
there are many Episodes; for each Instance of one Commercial
Break and one Episode, there are many Broadcasting Rules.
Participation: Broadcasting Rule optional, Commercial Break
optional, Episode optional. *
Seconds Available = * Data element. Derivable: Break Duration minus total of
Spot Durations for all Commercial Spots that have an
Occupying relationship with this Commercial Break. Units: seconds. Value range: O to 1£>0. *
Seconds Sold = * Data element. Derivable: sum of Spot Durations for all
Commercial Spots that have an Occupying relationship with a
Commercial Break. *
Selected Ratings = * Data flow. Selected records from the television ratings
report that are stored by the Research Department. *
Television Ratings Report
Selected Spots = * Data flow. Spots selected by an agency as part of a campaign. *
Agency Name + Campaign Number + Product Name
+ Campaign Start Date + Campaign End Date + {Spot Number
+ Spot Duration + Spot Price + Rate Moveablllty
+ ([Breakchart Date + Break Start Time I {Breakchart Date}])}
Selling = * Relationship, foeps track of which sales executive Is responsible for
selling to an advertising agency. Cardinality: for each
Advertising Agency, there are many Sales Executives; for each
Sales Executive, there are many Advertising Agency(s).
Participation: Advertising Agency mandatory, Sales Executive
mandatory. *
Servicing Start Date + (Servicing End Date)
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Servicing End Date = * Data element. The date a sales executive stops servicing an advertising agency. *
Servicing Start Date - * Data element. The date on which a sales executive
starts servicing an advertising agency. *
Slotted Spot = * Data flow. Relocation of a spot due to Its place being taken
by another spot at a higher rate. *
Breakchart Date + Break Start Time + Spot Number
+ Spot Price + Rate Moveabiiity + Spot Booking Agreement
Spot Booking Agreement = * Data element grouping. The conditions under
which a spot Is sold. *
[Spot Date Agreed + Spot Break Agreed I Spot Date Agreed
+ Spot Segment Agreed I Spot Date Agreed I Spot Week
Agreed + {Spot Segment Agreed}}
Spot Break Agreed = * Data element. Agreed break In which a spot must be
transmitted. *
Spot Cancellation = * Data flow *
Agency Name + Product Name + Campaign Number
+ Spot Number
Spot Date Agreed - * Data element. Agreed date on which a spot must be
transmitted. *
Spot Duration = * Data element. Duration of a commercial spot. Units:
seconds. *
[1O12OI30I4OI5OI6O]]
Spot Measuring = * Relationship. ^\eeps track of the actual ratings for a
commercial spot. Cardinality: for each Commercial Spot, there
are many Actual Ratings-, for each Actual Rating, there Is one
Commercial Spot. Participation: Actual Rating mandatory,
Commercial Spot optional. *
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Spot Number = * Data element. Identifier for a commercial spot. *
Spot Price - * Data element. Katecard price for a spot rate. Unite: pounds
sterling. Value range: >= 15O and <= 25OOO. *
Spot Kate = * Entity *
Kate Spot Duration + Spot Price + Kate Moveablllty
Spot Kate File = * Data store. File in the current computer system. *
{Katecard}
Spot Segment Agreed - * Data element. Agreed segment In which a spot will
be transmitted .*
Spot Sticker = * Data flow *
Spot Number + Spot Duration + Spot Price + Kate Moveablllty
+ Spot Booking Agreement + Product Name
+ Campaign Number
Spot Transmitted Date - ^ Data element. The breakchart day on which a
commercial spot Is transmitted. *
Spot Transmitted Time = * Data element. The time when a commercial spot Is
transmitted. Units: hrs/mlns/secs. *
Spot Upgrade Request = * Data flow. Increase in rate to avoid preemption. *
Agency Name + Product Name + Campaign Number
+ {Spot Number + Spot Duration + Kate Moveablllty}
Spot Week Agreed = * Data element. Agreed week during which a spot must
be transmitted. *
Spots transmitted = * Data flow *
Spot transmitted Date + {Agency Name + {Campaign Number
+ {Spot Number + Spot Transmitted Time}}}
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Suggested Campaign = * Data flow. Suggestions to an agency about the
makeup of an advertising campaign. *
Agency Name + Product Name + Campaign Number
+ Campaign Start Date + Campaign End Date
+ {Required Spot Duration + Spot Price + Kate Moveablllty
+ ([Breakchart Date + Break Start Time I {Breakchart Date}])}
+ Target Rating Percentage + Campaign Predicted Rating
Suitable Break = * Data flow. Same definition as Moveab\e Spots. *
Suitable Time = * Data flow *
Agency Name + Product Name + Campaign Start Date
+ Campaign End Date + {Breakchart Date + Break Start Time
+ Seconds Available + Current Kate + Audience Type
+ Average Break Predicted Rating}
Supplier Name = * Data element. Identification for a programme supplier. *
Supplying = * Relationship, ^eeps track of the programmes that are supplied
by a programme supplier. Cardinality: for each Programme
Supplier, there are many Programmes; for each Programme,
there is one Programme Supplier. Participation: Programme
mandatory, Programme Supplier optional. *
Target Audience = * Data element. The audience at which a campaign Is
aimed. See Audience Type for values. *
Target Rating Percentage = * Data element. Percentage rating aimed for by a
campaign. Integer. Value range: > O and <= 1OO. *
Television Company Name - * Data element *
Television Ratings Report - * Data flow. Statistical analysis of programmes
and types of viewers showing ratings that are measured every
5 minutes during the viewing day. *
{Rating Date + {Programme Name + Rating Time
+ {Audience Type + Actual Rating Percentage}}}
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Time Sold - * Data flow *
{Ereakchart Date + {Break Start Time + Break Sold Value
+ {Seconds Sold + Kate Moveability}}} + Total Sold Value
Total Available Price = * Data element. Derivable: ((Available Seconds/30) x
Spot Price for fixed spot In Katecard Segment corresponding
to Commercial with Spot Duration equal to 30 sees). *
Total Sold Value = * Data element. Derivable: sum of Break Sold Value for all
the Commercial Breaks within a specific period. *
Transmission = * Relationship. &eeps track of when an episode of a programme is transmitted. Cardinality: for each Episode, there Is
one 5>reakchart Day; for each 5>reakchart Day, there are many
Episodes. Participation: Episode optional 5>reakchart Day
optional. *
Programme Transmission Time + Programme Transmission Date
Transmission Log = * Data store *
Spot Transmitted Date + {Spot Number
+ Spot Booking Agreement + Spot Price + Kate Moveability
+ Product Name + Spot Transmitted Time}
Transmission Times = * Data flow *
Spot Transmitted Date + {Spot Number
+ Spot Booking Agreement + Spot Price + Rate Moveability
+ Product Name + Spot Transmitted Time}
Transmission Transaction = * Data flow*
Spot Transmitted Date + {Spot Number
+ Spot Booking Agreement + Spot Price + Rate Moveability
+ Product Name + Spot Transmitted Time}
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Transmitting = * Relationship. \\eeps track of when a spot is transmitted.
Cardinality: for each Commercial Spot, there is one Commercial
Break; for each Commercial 5>reak, there are many Commercial
Spots. Participation: Commercial Spot optional, Commercial
Break optional. *
Spot Transmitted Time + Spot Transmitted Date
Unavailable Campaign = * Data flow. Piccadilly has no time available to suit
the campaign requirements. *
Agency Name + Product Name + Target Audience
+ Target Rating Percentage + Campaign Duration
+ Campaign Start Date + Campaign End Date
+ Required Spot Duration
Unavailable Slot = * Data element grouping. A suitable slot cannot be found
for this spot at this price. The recommendation is to upgrade
the spot to the next higher price. *
Spot Number + Spot Price + Spot Duration
Upgrade Confirmation - * Data flow. Agreement with an agency to upgrade
the rate of a spot. *
Agency Name + Campaign Number + Product Name
+ Spot Number + Spot Duration + Spot Price
+ Kate Moveability
Upgraded Kate = * Data flow *
Spot Booking Agreement + Spot Price + Kate Moveability
Upgrade Unavailable = * Data flow. Message sent to an agency when it is not
possible to upgrade a preempted spot. *
Spot Number + Spot Duration
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Before You Reached Here ...
You have identified and listed all the events for the Piccadilly system. This
exercise was given in Chapter 1.8 Identifying Events.

The Context Is Your Guide
The problem statement in Chapter 1.8 suggested that the Piccadilly context diagram from the current physical model (Figure 3.6.1) is the primary input to building the event list. Figure 3.7.1 repeats that diagram except that each boundary data
flow is connected to an event by its number in the event list in Figure 3.7.2.

Piccadilly Event List
By going through the remainder of the context diagram and referring to the background material on Piccadilly as well as the lower-level diagrams, we came up with
the event list in Figure 3.7.2.
Your task was to name all the events. Let's start with the data flow CAMPAIGN
REQUIREMENTS, which is tagged to event 1. Since the flow comes from the terminator ADVERTISING AGENCIES, it's an external event. Something happens in the
agencies to cause this data flow to enter the Piccadilly context. We suggested that
descriptive names for external events consist of the terminator's name, and the reason that the terminator sends the system the data.
Following our suggestion and using the singular form, you'd name the first
part of the event name "Agency." Next consider the reason an agency sends CAMPAIGN REQUIREMENTS to Piccadilly. Remember, Stamford Brook told you, "Our
clients are the advertising agencies, which are hired by companies that want to run
advertising campaigns for their products." So the reason that agencies send CAMPAIGN REQUIREMENTS to Piccadilly is they want to run a campaign. This means the
event should be called Agency wants to run a campaign. So much for the first one.
You should give the other events similarly descriptive names. (Ours are in the list
in Figure 3.7.2.)
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Figure 3.7.1: Piccadilly context diagram with tagged data
flows. The numbers correspond to those in the event list in
Figure 3.7.2.
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Event Name

Associated Data Flows

1. Agency wants to run a campaign

CAMPAIGN REQUIREMENTS (lN)
SUGGESTED CAMPAIGN (OUT)

2. Management e>ete> a e>alee> target

SALES TARGET INSTRUCTIONS (lN)
RATECARD (OUT)

5. Bureau prepares TV ratings

TELEVISION RATINGS REPORT (lN)

4. Agency decides the transmission
Instructions for a commercial

COPY TRANSMISSION INSTRUCTIONS (lN)

5. Agency decides a commercial
Is outdated

COPY DISPOSAL INSTRUCTIONS (lN)

6. Supplier wants to sell a new programme

NEW PROGRAMME (lN)
PROGRAMME PURCHASE AGREEMENT (OUT)

7. Production company makes a commercial

COMMERCIAL COPY RECORDING (lN)

S>. Personnel hires a sales executive

NEW SALES EXECUTIVE (lN)

9. New agency wants to do business

NEW AGENCY (lN)

10. Agency cancels a spot

SPOT CANCELLATION (lN)

11. Agency wants to upgrade a spot

SPOT UPGRADE REQUEST (lN)
UPGRADE CONFIRMATION (OUT)
PREEMPTION REPLACEMENT (OUT)

12. Agency chooses spots for a campaign

SELECTED SPOTS (iNl

AGREED CAMPAIGN (OUT)
PREEMPTION REPLACEMENT (OUT)

13. Spots are transmitted

AGENCY INVOICE (OUT)

14. Time to analyze revenue

REVENUE REPORT (OUT)

15. Time to analyze the breakchart

PREEMPTION WARNING (OUT)

16. Time to finalize new programme schedule 2:2 {PROGRAMME TRANSMISSION
SCHEDULE} (OUT)

17. Another channel sets a schedule

OPPOSITION SCHEDULE (lN)

1S>. Broadcasting Board makes rules

PROGRAMMING RULES (lN)

Figure 3.7.2: Event list for Piccadilly.
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You were also asked to annotate your list with all the data flows connected with
each event response. The current physical model for the Sales Department (Figure
3.6.5) reveals that SUGGESTED CAMPAIGN is output from this event response. That
gives us
1. Agency wante to run a campaign

CAMPAIGN REQUIREMENTS (lN)
SUGGESTED CAMPAIGN (OUT)

Temporal events take place because the system has a contract with a terminator to
provide information at a certain time. You begin temporal event names with
"Time to," and you add whatever the system is expected to do. For example, the
information about the Programme Transmission Department in Chapter 1.4 The
Piccadilly Organization told you, "Every quarter, finalized programme transmission
schedules are sent to the Sales, Commercial Booking, and Research departments, as
well as to the Broadcasting Board for its review. The version of the schedule that
Perry sends to all of the agencies highlights the new high-rating programmes in the
hope that it will encourage them to book their spots early."
This description says that an event occurs whenever it is Time to finalize new
programme schedule, and the associated output data flow is, naturally enough, PROGRAMME TRANSMISSION SCHEDULE. This is in our list as event 16. Notice the annotation 2:2 {PROGRAMME TRANSMISSION SCHEDULE} to indicate that two copies of
the schedule leave the context of the system as a result of event 16. Your context
diagram shows that one copy is sent to the advertising agencies and another is sent
to the Broadcasting Board. We know there are three other copies of the schedule
that are sent to internal Piccadilly departments, but you are not concerned with
these internal flows when making your event list. For the moment you are focusing
only on the context flows for each event because this will provide you with minimally connected subsystems, one for each event. Later, when you model the details
of each event response, you will deal with these internal flows.
Note that we are only dealing with the events that are caused by the flows in
the context diagram. These flows concentrate on activities that are fundamental to
the system. If your work in event partitioning caused you to identify other potential context flows and events that are concerned with maintaining the data, congratulations! You have exceeded requirements. We'll come back later to discuss
these other events.

+ Ski Patrol

We anticipate you might have had problems with a few things: first, the names.
The event names you choose should be descriptive enough to indicate the likely
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response that the system makes. If the name is too general, or it only describes the
data flow's arrival, your users may well say, "So what?" and be unable to confirm
the information. On the other hand, if you have good, descriptive names, the next
part of the Project—building event-response models—will be a lot easier. Take a
few moments now to review your event names and to satisfy yourself that they cannot be improved.
A difficult part of this exercise is deciding exactly what is an event, and what
is part of an event. Think of an event response as a chain reaction that continues
until all the resulting data flows have reached data stores or terminators.
The response may end before you expect. Take, for example, event 1 Agency
wants to run a campaign. The incoming flow CAMPAIGN REQUIREMENTS triggers the
sales executive into action. When the response generates the flow SUGGESTED CAMPAIGN, the action finishes. Because SUGGESTED CAMPAIGN goes to a terminator, and
the system has to wait for the terminator's action, that's the end of the response.
The executive now has to wait until the agency decides what it's going to do.
When the terminator does act, it is a separate event, and has its own response. The
agency contact may call back soon to say that the campaign will run, or the agency
may take a few days to call back. (When the agency responds, it is event 12.) The
agency may never call back.
A response may generate some data flows that you didn't expect. We show
event 12 Agency chooses spots for a campaign with these data flows:
SELECTED SPOTS (lN)
AGREED CAMPAIGN (OUT)
PREEMPTION REPLACEMENT (OUT)

Why is PREEMPTION REPLACEMENT included as part of the response to this event?
Why isn't it the response to a separate event Spot is preempted? To answer this, let's
look at what happens when the flow SELECTED SPOTS arrives at Piccadilly (see
Figure 3.7.3).
The agency tells the sales executive which spots are wanted for a campaign.
The executive tells the Commercial Booking people about the agreed campaign so
that they can put the spots on the breakchart. Sometimes, placing new spots on the
breakchart causes spots from another campaign to be preempted. When this happens, the Commercial Booking people tell the appropriate sales executives, who
each tell the agency concerned about the preemption and recommend a preemption replacement. In this case, PREEMPTION REPLACEMENT is part of the chain
reaction when the system responds to an agency choosing spots for a campaign.
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Figure 3.7.3: Event-response model for event 12 Agency
chooses spots for a campaign. The numbers in the bubbles are those of the process in the current physical model.
They are included to make it easier for you to relate this
model to the diagrams in the current physical model.

Notice that the response to event 11 Agency wants to upgrade a spot can also produce
the data flow PREEMPTION REPLACEMENT. When a spot is upgraded, it may displace
another spot, which in turn may displace another, and so on. If there is no more
room on the breakchart for the last displaced spot, it is preempted, and the chain
reaction results in a PREEMPTION REPLACEMENT.
Don't be tempted to group similar processes and call it one event. For example, all of the agency's communications about spots might be lumped together
under the name Agency changes its spots. This event would cover events 10, 11, and
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12. Even if the agency sent the same type of message (say it used the same printed
form for all three events), the response the system would make is different in each
case. If the events require different responses by the system, they are different
events. The result of following these guidelines is manageably sized subsystems, one
for each event. Later on in the Project, you will model each event response in
detail and you will model the inter-event dependencies.
When you are satisfied with your efforts, proceed to your next assignment.

Trail Guide
• • 4 * All trails: Return to Chapter 1.8 Identifying Events, to "A Strategic
Point" heading, where there is some more information you'll need before proceeding.
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new programme exercise, 34-35,
377-79
new requirements and, 70, 75, 51620
notation, 34, 162, 224-26, 229-30,
365-66, 378, 380, 393
operators in, 224-26
pay contract workers system, 281-82
physical description in, 223, 231,
315, 326-27
for Piccadilly, 7, 33-37, 54, 91-94
Piccadilly's complete, 405-30
precedence rules in, 378-79
redundant, 56, 73, 93
underlining in, 168, 229
Data element:
as attribute, 37, 66, 147-50, 158-60,
162, 366
in boundary data flow, 66, 354
in class or class hierarchy, 336-38
continuous vs. discrete, 227
CRUD check and, 73, 526-27
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in data dictionary, 35, 62-63, 93,
118,220,226,227,366,380
in data flow, 34, 117-18, 197-98
encapsulating, 333-36, 344
primitive, 226, 227
stored, 37
Data flow, 584
See also Boundary data flow
allocating to data carrier, 83-84,
313-15
complexity of, 66
components of, 179, 193-95, 204-5
composite, 179, 203
composition in data dictionary, 34,
56, 62, 66, 75, 93, 221-22, 22429, 315
crossing, 186
events and, 276-77, 431-34
external, 202, 350
incoming/outgoing, 50, 62, 98,
108, 110, 113-23, 248, 250-58,
294
internal, 350, 434
naming, 119, 178-79, 210, 220,
351, 372, 537
physical characteristics of, 95-96
in transaction synchronization
model, 324-25
triggering, 65, 177, 249-50, 315,
439, 454, 527
unnamed, 179-80, 456-57, 552
Data flow diagram, 9, 113-29, 174-92,
322-24, 584
See also Leveling; Process model;
System environment model
as a presentation tool, 387ff
as a working model, 115-20
balancing, 31,43, 201ff
current physical, 30-31, 280
drawing rules, 185-87
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exercises, 126-29, 187-91, 205-7,
531-32, 533-38, 544-50, 552-54
leveled, 45, 109-10, 121ff., 193208, 216ff., 275-76, 387-93
of Piccadilly organization, 30-31
of Sales Department, 44, 387-92
Data model, 7, 20-22, 46, 135, 145-73,
339, 385-86, 584
See also Entity; Event-response data
model; Relationship; Stored data
of banking system, 134-36
of Barbican Centre exercise, 540-42
cardinality in, 22, 154-56, 357-64
first-cut, 91-94, 100, 170, 367, 38182, 405
new requirements and, 517-18
Piccadilly's, 34, 46-47, 70, 73, 137
Piccadilly's first-cut (preliminary),
21-22, 30-31, 62, 91-94, 100,
214-15, 340, 353, 364, 366-67,
373, 385
Piccadilly's system, 93, 514
Piccadilly's updated, 371, 381-84,
405
Data storage and retrieval, 180-82, 392
duplicated, 443-45
specifying, 142-43, 291-94
Data store, 65-66, 115-16, 118-21,
142-43, 145-46, 180-82, 217,
237, 532
See also Stored data
allocating to data container, 84-87,
315
balancing, 203-4
in data dictionary, 220, 224, 228-30,
233, 315
defined, 120, 584
event response and, 438-39
false, 260-61, 587
notation, 115, 120

physical, 53, 63, 325, 451-52
in transaction synchronization
model, 326-27
unnamed data flows and, 179-80,
456-57
Decision table, 287-90, 294, 585
for Hoppers Choppers, 572
Decision tree, 290, 294, 585
Decomposition, 32, 63, 76, 142, 226,
279
See also Leveling; Partitioning
Delete operator, 56, 63, 72-73, 170,
521-27
in CRUD table, 72-73, 521-27
DeMarco, T, 100, 183, 328, 576-77
Design, 585
activity, 75-78, 307-31
constraints, 77-78, 94-98
implementation of, 80-89
path, 97-98, 342-44
tasks in implementation model, 7678, 88-89, 94-96, 327-28
template, 321, 343
Design strategy, 76-78, 80-89, 94-98
detailed, 76-78, 96-98, 322-25, 585
external vs. internal, 76, 81-85, 9496, 307-9, 317-18, 587, 588
for object-oriented environment,
96, 332f£, 343
preliminary, 76-78, 79ff., 94-96,
137, 589
spiral development, 99
Diagram 0, 195, 196, 200-201, 216,
217
balancing, 201ff., 370-71
for Clearing House, 547
exercises, 205-7
Piccadilly's, 32, 43-44, 45, 369ff.,
391, 397
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E

Employment agency system, 115-27,
326, 533-35
Encapsulation, 333, 339, 342, 344
Entity, 22, 32, 34, 62-63, 145-64, 220,
241-42, 339, 365-66, 585
in data dictionary, 66, 93, 220, 22832, 365-66, 383-84
rules of thumb to find, 150-60
Entity-relationship approach, 338
Entity-relationship diagram, 9, 146
See also Data model
Essence, 137, 211, 218, 237-39, 305,
441, 461, 585
Essential activity, 58ff., 268-69, 280,
458-61
Essential analysis, 218, 338, 586
Essential data, 93, 211, 241, 255-59,
279, 444-45
allocating, 80, 84-87
stores, 46, 56, 62, 84-85, 240-42,
308, 443-45
Essential data flow, allocating, 85-87,
313-15
Essential event-response data model,
47, 59, 268, 278, 294, 441-42,
448-49, 458-59
Essential event-response process model,
47, 59, 64, 84, 268, 278, 294,
442, 456, 458
Essential model, 45ff, 65-66, 92, 218,
242, 254ff, 276
See also Essential requirements
model
Essential requirements, 7, 45-48, 4952, 66, 75, 143, 180, 218, 23543, 245-48, 259-60, 280, 464ff,
515, 580
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design and implementation of, 7678, 80-90, 94-98, 307-31
Essential requirements model, 45-47,
69ff., 91-94, 137, 245-48, 30910, 404, 449, 586
Essential stored data, 443ff.
specifying, 84ff., 291-94
Essential viewpoint, 7-8, 46-47, 62-63,
75-76, 135, 235-44, 586
Estimation technique, 98-99, 328-31
Event, 246-77, 431ff., 586
external, 49-51, 65, 248-54, 277,
43 Iff, 586
missing, 56, 72, 93, 269, 523-26
model, allocated, 80-89, 94-98,
314-15, 327-31, 582
naming, 49-52, 65, 246-47, 431-37
partitioning, 49-50, 65-66, 78, 93,
248-77, 314, 366-67, 386, 434,
586
temporal, 50, 65, 249-52, 264, 276,
434, 501-11,518
Event list, 49-52, 251-52, 433, 563, 586
Piccadilly's, 49-52, 60, 67, 71, 74,
93, 433
Event response:
allocating, 83-90, 314
CRUD check and, 56, 72-73, 521-27
defined, 248, 586
for Piccadilly, 53ff, 60ff , 70, 93-94,
431-37, 438ff, 451-62, 463-69
Event-response data model, 55-56, 6566, 75, 93-94, 257ff, 294, 367,
457, 586
Event-response model, 8, 47, 53-54,
245-77, 278, 515, 587
allocated, 78, 81-90, 94, 96, 31415, 327, 330, 582
exercises, 265-70, 561-71
mini specification and, 58-59, 63
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for new requirements, 70, 301-5,
516-20
notation in, 271-74
numbering, 438, 442, 456
Piccadilly's, 53-54, 65-66, 93-94,
339, 385-86
refining, 55-57, 62-63, 257-64,
441-45, 453-57, 461-62, 464ff.
Event-response process model, 21, 55,
66, 92-93, 254-56, 280, 293, 587
Piccadilly's, 53, 75, 92-94
F

False data store, 260-61, 498, 587
Flavin, M., 338, 577
Flight reservation system, 323-25
Foreign key, 153-54, 241, 587
Frankston, R., 236
Functional component, 110-11, 12325, 142, 278
Functional primitive, 75, 197-201, 243,
587
specifying, 279-81
Functional process, 183-84, 199, 389-90
Fundamental activity, 50, 269, 434, 587
Fundamental processing, 587

G
Government Research Paper Clearing
House, 128-29, 189-90, 536-38,
547-48
Grouping processes, 43, 388, 389-90
H

Hayakawa, S., 223
Head-sized piece, 109, 121, 367, 587
High-level diagram, 193ff., 388, 389-90

I

Identifiers:
composite, 229, 405
unique, 229, 405, 474
Implementation, 75-78, 230, 587
constraints, 76-78, 94-96, 307-31
of data, 223-24, 230, 326-27
of essential requirements, 134-35,
307-31
model, 76-78, 80-81, 88, 94-96,
307-9, 315-16, 588
of Piccadilly system, 79-89, 94-96
Implementation-dependent processes
and data, 54, 55, 62, 66, 223,
230, 280, 441-45, 461
Implementation process, 441-42, 445-46
Information model, 20, 146
See also Data model
Inheritance, 336-38
Input data, 215, 220-21
in data dictionary, 230-31, 278
Instance, 588
of an entity, 22, 146-50, 157
of an object, 333
Interface, 110-11, 183-84, 199-200,
349, 588
in implementation model, 78, 945
327, 330
messy, 216-17
minimizing, 199-201, 275, 389-90,
434
process notation, 324
simulated automated, 86, 322
specified in data dictionary, 310
technological, 86-87, 309-13
user, 76, 82-83, 320-21
Internal design, 76-78, 83-85, 94-96,
307ff, 588
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Interprocessor interface, 87, 94-95,
315, 330
J

Jacobson, I., 344, 578
Jacopini, 106, 282-84, 576
Judgmental process, 184-85, 290-91,
311,549
K
Key field, 168, 588
Kitchen design example, 318-19
L

Leveling:
defined, 121, 588
downward, 43, 63, 194-98, 216,
279, 375, 459
exercises, 205-7, 552-54
upward, 43, 199-201, 275, 388,
389-90, 459
Lister, T., 577, 583
Lower-level diagram, 7, 39, 194-207,
217-18, 372, 552-54
See also Child diagram
Piccadilly's, 370, 388, 389-90, 397403, 431
M

Mallard Travel system, 164-70
Many-to-many relationship, 155, 160
in Piccadilly data model, 357ff.
Map, 113-14, 130-32, 194, 320
McMenamin, S., 66, 268, 269, 338,
578
Mellor, S., 96, 344, 579, 580
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Message, flow, 96, 334-36, 340-42
Meyer, B., 96, 578
MiUer, G., 196, 578
Mini specification, 8, 11, 58-59, 63,
66, 93, 109, 116, 121, 183, 18485, 217, 269, 279-97, 463ff., 532
briefer form of, 448-49
calculations and, 228
composite identifiers in, 405
cross referencing in, 275, 284
CRUD check and, 73, 151, 448-49
data dictionary and, 58, 448
exercises, 294, 295-97, 573-74
functional primitive and, 75, 197-98
Piccadilly's, 58-59, 63, 93, 447-50,
451,459-61,463, 467ff
Miss Tweedy's Dating Service, 174-86,
290-91
MOe & LARry Dental system, 250-52,
255, 257-59, 261-68, 270
exercise, 265-66, 561-62
Morey Saint-Denis system, 191, 54950
Moveability, spot, 17, 18, 27, 28, 3637, 61, 379-80, 414
Myers, G., 96, 579
N

Naming conventions:
for data flows, 118-19, 178-79, 210,
220, 351, 375, 537
for events, 50, 65, 247, 372, 431-37
for processes, 183, 389
for terminators, 537
NaiioSoft Corporation, 138-42
Nelson Buzzcott Employment Agency,
115-27,326
exercise, 126-27, 533-35
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New implementation environment, 77,
79-89, 136
New physical model, 78, 79-89, 136,
137, 305, 307-31, 589
New physical viewpoint, 8, 136, 30731

Notation:
in data dictionary, 37, 162, 224-26,
229, 231, 232, 365-66, 378-79,
380, 393
in data flow diagram, 115-17, 181,
185, 291
in data model, 148
in mini specification, 28 Iff.
0

Object, 332-44, 589
Object-oriented design, 96, 332-44,
589

One-to-many relationship, 155, 160,
167

in Piccadilly data model, 357-62
One-to-one relationship, 155, 160,
357ff
Output data, 215, 220
defined in data dictionary, 231, 278
P

Page-Jones, ML, 96, 579
Palmer,]., 66, 268, 269, 338, 342, 578
Parent bubble, 43, 196-97, 201, 202-4
exercise, 206-7, 553
Parent diagram, 195, 197, 202-7, 393,
589

balancing, 43, 201-3
numbering, 195-97
Participation, 170-71, 366, 589

Partitioning, 31, 43-44, 45, 145-46,
183, 216-17
allocation, implementation and, 96,
314-15
into data flows, 125, 142
defined, 199, 589
into entities and relationships, 146,
156-60
into event responses, 49-50, 66, 78,
99, 248-77, 314-15
exercise, 207, 554
functional, 93, 109, 110-11, 183-84,
199-201, 207, 216, 279, 547, 587
logical, 199, 216-17
at narrowest interface, 110-11, 183,
199

Perry Vale, 24, 29-30, 34-35, 371, 37779, 434
Physical data, 53, 56, 62-63, 280, 44345, 451ff.
in event-response model, 259-60
implementation of, 223, 230
Physical file, 62-63, 445, 451-52, 457,
465ff.
Physical modeling, 7, 39-40, 209-19,
242, 268, 280
for events, 53-54, 56, 62-63, 43137, 438-40, 441-42, 451ff
Physical process, 281, 294
in event-response model, 53-54, 56,
62-63, 259-60, 436, 438ff, 45157, 464ff.
Physical processor: See Processor
Physical requirements, 315-16
Physical viewpoint, 7-8, 374
See also Current physical; New
physical
Piccadilly Television, 4-8, 16-19, 2331,39-44,45-46,369-76
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context diagram of, 7, 16, 18, 2022, 30-31, 34, 137, 339, 347-52,
363, 370, 376, 392, 396
current physical models of, 23ff.,
39ff., 45-47, 49-51, 394-430
data model of, 21-22, 30, 34, 37,
46-47, 49, 70-71, 74, 137
Diagram 0 of, 32, 43-44, 45, 369,
390, 391, 394, 397
system data model of, 56, 93, 26668, 277, 457-58, 514, 591
updated data model, 371-72, 373,
381-82, 404
Pointer, 241,310, 311
Policy statement:
of Blake Hall, 69-70
to build data model, 171
of Dollis Hill, 61-62
of duck race, 150-53
of pay contract workers system,
281-82
of PiccadiUy, 16-18, 23-32
of Stamford Brook, 40-43, 58-59,
79-80
Predicted rating, 42-43, 61, 79, 46973,511-12
in data dictionary, 417
in data model, 360-61
Preemption, 6, 18, 25-27, 37, 42
replacement, 42, 390, 435-37, 417
warning, 18, 25, 42, 349, 417, 5046
Preliminary data model: See Data
model
Preliminary design, 76-78, 80-81, 9496, 589
model, 136
Primitive data element, 227-30
Private stored data, 63, 493
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Process, 18-19, 108, 115-25, 142, 220,
231, 590
allocating to processors, 314-15
as functional primitive, 75, 99, 19798, 243, 278, 279-81, 587
as part of a class or object, 332-44
complexity and, 193-97, 389-93
duplicate, 370, 464-67, 493-95
functional, 183-84, 389-90
grouping, 198-201, 387-90
judgmental, 184-85, 290-91, 311,
549-50
mini specification and, 115-16,
278ff.
naming, 183-85, 389
numbering of, 197, 442
Rule of Data Conservation and,
116, 124, 175, 176, 188-89, 278,
455, 545, 590
specifying, 278-97, 590
in transaction synchronization
model, 324-25
Process model, 6-8, 20-22, 156, 17677, 182-85, 290-91, 339-40, 36667, 541-42, 590
See also Event-response process
model
Processor, 77, 80-81, 94-96, 245-46,
248, 259-60, 309, 310-31, 590
aUocation and, 78, 81-84, 313-15
client-server architecture, 312
model partitioning and, 81-83, 199201, 245-46
Programme supplier, 4-6, 16, 29, 3435,82
in data dictionary, 377-79, 381, 383,
420
in data model, 359, 382
Programme Transmission Department,
18, 24, 27, 29-30, 34-35, 79-83,
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369, 371-74, 434, 476, 478, 481,
483, 513
Diagram 0 of, 369, 391, 397
Diagram 5 of, 403
Programme transmission schedule, 16,
25, 26, 29, 42, 61, 360-61, 37172, 373, 432-34, 507-10
in data dictionary, 420, 507
Programming language, 29, 76, 96-97,
282, 309, 324
object-oriented, 332-33, 343
Programming plan, 29-30, 420
Programming rules, 4, 6, 16-18, 25,
28, 29-30, 420-21, 513-14
in data dictionary, 421
in data model, 361-63
Project estimate, 93, 98-99, 328-30
Project plan, 93, 100-101, 305, 331
Project scope, 6-7, 18-19, 20-22, 30,
117, 123-25,213-16
Piccadilly's, 30, 91-94, 137, 347-52,
396
Prototype, 78, 86, 308, 315, 326, 330,
590
automated, 86, 96, 322, 330

Q
Question mark notation, 21, 31, 536
in data dictionary, 37, 377-78, 37980, 381, 405
R

Ratecard, 17-18, 25, 28, 35-36, 40-42,
61, 350, 361, 374
in data dictionary, 37, 379-80, 384,
421
in event responses, 464-67
Ratings: See Television ratings

Reference operator, 56, 63, 73, 170,
444, 448-49, 521ff.
Relationship, 21-22, 32, 34, 56, 62, 66,
71, 146, 150-71, 220, 240-42,
590
attributes and, 151-52, 158-60, 364,
366
CRUD check and, 56, 63, 73, 170,
521-27
in data dictionary, 66, 93, 220, 22832, 365-66
naming, 152, 159, 367
rules of thumb to find, 150-53,
159-60, 355-57
specifying in structured language,
292-94
Repartitioning, 199-201
into event responses, 50
exercise, 207, 554
Repeating group, 162, 224, 229, 380,
590
Repetition construct, 106, 282-84, 590
Requirements, 69ff, 123, 136, 299ff.,
307-9
See also Essential requirements
analysis, 101, 123, 307-9, 328
current physical and, 209-19
data dictionary and, 230
integrating, 70, 519-20
missed, 93, 455, 525
model, 8, 45-47, 70, 72-73, 136,
245ff., 405, 449
new, 7-8, 69-71, 75, 93, 101, 21012, 299-305, 350, 516-20, 589
specification, 13, 93-94
Research Department, 24, 28, 30, 7980, 372, 434, 471
Diagram 0 of, 369, 391, 397
Diagram 2 of, 399
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Reusability:
of analysis components, 101
of design components, 88, 315,
321-22
object-oriented approach and, 338-

82

44

templates and, 92, 321, 329
Reviews, project, 99-101
Risk management, 330, 590
Rule of Data Conservation, 116, 124,
175, 176, 188, 278, 455, 545, 590
Rules of thumb:
for estimating length of analysis, 9899

for event-response processing, 43137, 451
for finding entities, 156-58, 353-54
for finding relationships, 151-52,
159-60, 355-56
for grouping processes, 389
for naming events, 49-52
for naming relationships, 152
for repeating group, 231
for size of context of study, 124
Rumbaugh, J., 96, 344, 579
S

Sales Department, 24-25, 30, 40-44,
58-59, 79-80, 342, 372, 387-91,
434,439, 441,466, 493
Diagram 0 of, 369, 391, 397
Diagram 3 of, 45, 388, 389, 400
lower-level data flow diagrams of,
390, 391, 401
Sales policy, 40-43, 387, 464-66
Sales target, 16, 24-30, 40, 464-67
in data dictionary, 424
Scope, project: See Project scope
Selection construct, 106, 225, 284
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Sequence construct, 282, 325
Shlaer, S., 96, 344, 579, 580
Single processor, 96, 466
Specification, 108-10, 114, 115, 125,
174-75, 193-95, 204, 211, 279See also Mini specification
completeness of, 75, 279, 367, 52427

of data storage and retrieval, 161-63,
291-94
techniques, 278-94
of technology, 307-13
Spiral development strategy, 99
Spot: See Commercial spot
Stevens, W., 96, 580
Stored data, 7, 20, 37, 93, 137, 142-43,
145-73, 214, 308, 390-92
common usage of, 275-77, 390
CRUD check and, 72, 525-27
in data dictionary, 228-31
in event-response model, 62, 73,
386, 443-45
modeling, 115-16, 145-63, 255-59,
390-93
private, 63
specifying, 161-63, 291-94
Structure chart, 96
Structured analyst, 338
Structured design, 106
Structured language, 282-87, 447-48
for author/book enquiry system,
291-94
for data storage and retrieval, 29192

for Terry's Ski Tuning Service, 573
Structured programming, 106, 282
Subtype, 160-61, 591
of RATING, 360-61, 471
Supertype, 160-61, 471, 591
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System boundaries, 7, 18-19, 45, 12325, 213-16, 329
See also Boundary data flow
System context: See Context diagram;
Context of study
System environment model, 77, 80-88,
309-11,317,330-31, 591
Piccadilly's, 81-85, 94
See also Data model; Data store
System policy:
See Business policy; Essential policy
for Piccadilly Television, 14-17, 20
System response, 53-54, 62-63, 93,
245-77, 431-37, 438-46, 451-52,
464-69
grouping, 279
Systems analysis, 8-14, 202-4, 211,
278, 338
defined, 130, 591
filtering information and, 132, 13336, 193ff
tasks, 6-8, 30-31, 70, 145-46, 354
top-down, 65, 110, 199, 204, 386,
459

Systems design: See Design

viewer response report example,
517-19
Terminating data store, 181, 545
Terminator, 47, 65, 116-20, 121, 122-25
as entity, 157
as time-delaying mechanism, 248
defined, 116, 592
events and, 50, 248, 249-50, 43940, 452-53
in implementation model, 81-83,
85-87, 327-28
naming, 537
notation for, 117
in Piccadilly context diagram, 34849, 350
Terry's Ski Tuning Service, 296-97,
573-74
Top-down approach, 45-46, 65-66,
108-10, 194-96, 199, 204, 459,
592

Trail Guide, 10-14, 611-12
Transaction, 76, 95, 266, 316, 327, 329
Transaction synchronization model, 86,
96, 97, 308, 315, 321-27, 330,
592
Trivial reject, 182-83, 547-48, 592

T
U

Taxi system example, 246-50, 253,
260-61
Techn-O-Filter, 242, 442
Television industry:
See British television industry
Television ratings report, 28, 351, 374,
469-73
in data dictionary, 428
Temporal event, 65, 249-54, 264, 277,
501-10
naming, 50, 434
response, 65, 254-59

Update operator, 56, 63, 170
in CRUD table, 72-73, 521-23, 527
User:
-analyst relationship, 31, 211, 21218, 307-9, 349, 372-74, 461
communication with, 43, 91, 174,
187, 209-19, 268-69, 321-22
context and, 19, 122, 213-16, 348-50
current physical viewpoint and,
134-35, 209-19, 370-71, 375-76
data model and, 158, 354
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Diagram 0 and, 216-18, 370-71,
375-76
interface, 51, 93-94
new requirements and, 299ff.
raising questions with, 12, 21, 31,
40, 44, 350, 354, 464, 518
recording interviews with, 43-44,
101-2, 186-87, 204-5, 212-15,
372-74, 387
role of, 21, 31, 43-44, 51, 91-94,
204, 218, 348-49, 350, 370
in systems design, 76, 307ff.
User-oriented viewpoint, 83, 210-19,
307ff.
V

Viewer response example, 69-70, 51620
Viewpoint, 7-10, 83, 100-102, 130-37,
592
See also Current physical viewpoint;
Data viewpoint; Essential viewpoint; External viewpoint; New
physical viewpoint
W

Warren Street, 24, 29
Waterfall model, 78, 592
Woolly Mammoths example, 107-12,
531-32
Working model, 107-11, 220-21, 278,
592
data flow diagram as, 115-24, 17476
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